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Abiaka, or Sam Jones, in Context: The
Mikasuki Ethnogenesis through the Third
Seminole War
by Patsy West
he general flight path to Fort Lauder dale / Hollywood
International Airport gives a clear aerial view of two major
elements of this story. First is a direct flyover of the Pine
Island Complex, a prominent greenspace that was the two-and-ahalf-mile-long habitation island of Abiaka, or Sam Jones, and his
Mikasuki people. During the Second Seminole War, the island was
often referred to as Sam Jones ' "stronghold," used by Jones and his
Mikasuki leaders until the last year of the conflict.
Next appears the bright white domes and turrets of the Seminole Tribe of Florida's Hard Rock Hotel ar;td Casino, the former site
of the Tribal and U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Headquarters. Purchased from the London-based Rank Group in December
7, 2006, acquisition of the Hard Rock brand launched the then
3,500 member Seminole Tribe into the international marketplace. 1

T

Patsy West is Director of the Seminole/ Miccosukee Archive in Ft. Lauderdale and
the author of The Seminol,e and Miccosukee Tribes of Southern Florida (Charleston, SC:
Arcadia Press, 2002), The Enduri:_ng Seminal.es: from Alligator Wrestling to Ecotourism
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1998), and with Betty Mae Jumper, A Seminol,e Legend: The Life of Betty Mae Tiger jumper (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2001). This article is excerpted from a larger work in progress .
1
Throughout this essay "Mikasuki, or Mikasuki-speakers" refers to the people
of Mikasuki-speaking heritage; "Miccosukee" refers to the nineteenth-century
town, while "Miccosukee" in contemporary usage refers to the Miccosukee
Tribe of Indians of Florida, federally recognized as a tribe in 1962, whose linguistic heritage is Mikasuki. Two-thirds of the citizens of the Seminole Tribe of
Florida, federally recognized in 1957, are also of Mikasuki-speaking heritage,
while one-third of the citizens of this tribe speak Muscogee Creek, creating a
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Another of Abiaka's habitation complexes lies far to the west
on Interstate 595 in the remote western Everglades in the Big
Cypress. Nearby, a monumental bronze statue of the leader was
commissioned by Tribal Chairman James E. Billie and erected in
2003. It rises from a stepped earthwork island, towering above
the Everglades on the federal Big Cypress Seminole Reservation.
Abiaka's outstretched arms embrace Christ-like the totems of the
tribal clans. 2
Abiaka was the central figure in the Second Seminole War
(1835-1842) and the leading opponent of the Indian Removal Act
(1830) that sought to forcibly relocate all Seminoles to the transMississippi West. As the Grand War Chief at the head of all "Seminole" forces in Florida, he directed battles, worked shipwrecks to
supply his resistance initiatives, and kept his people one step ahead
of capture. Ultimately, it was Abiaka's strength, personal determination, and resolve during the Second and Third Seminole Wars that
produced the "Unconquered" Seminole and Miccosukee tribes
of today. The observation of Major General George A. McCall
per haps sums up Abiaka's nature; " ... I have known [Abiaka] for
many years as a proud, independent, self willed man, who once

2

language barrier. The total of both tribes that are of Mikasuki-heritage equals
70%, statistics based on current demographics; "Mikasuki" then references all
peoples of Mikasuki-speaking heritage in Florida, past and present. [Mikasuki
persons who have been taught their traditional culture, call themselves "i: laponathi'," a contraction meaning "the people," and "ilaposhni cha thi'" that literally means "the people who speak," which could be seen to refer to their early
Southeastern roots]. Patsy West, The Enduring Seminoles: From Alligator Wrestling
to Casino Gaming (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2008), 3. From oral
history interviews conducted with Billy L. Cypress, September 5, 1996, Andrew
Buster, September 16, 1996, andJimmie 0 . Osceola, September 18, 1996; William C. Sturtevant, "Creek Into Seminole." North American Indians in Historical
Perspective, ed. Eleanor Burke Leacock and Nancy Oestreich Lurie (New York:
Random House, 1971), 92-128.
The monumental statue of Abiaka is a "Bronze by Cooley."Abiaka's tribal affiliation was Mikasuki; William C. Sturtevant, Curator of North American Ethnography, Smithsonian Institution, Notes, January 17, 2002, in the collection
of the Seminole/ Miccosukee Archive, Fort Lauderdale, FL. Sturtevant, long a
student of Mikasuki Seminole ethno-history (whose 1950s fieldwork was with
the Medicine ManJosie Billie), writes Abiaka's name as a:paya:ka:. This represents the normal shortened form of his Indian name, (one of his war names)
in Mikasuki meaning "yellow rat snake" (Elaphe obsoleta) . The full form of the
name is "abayak ha:ci"in Mikasuki, the ending "ha:d' meaning 'crazy, furious
in battle.' Sturtevant's sources were: Josie Billie· (Panther clan), with possible
contributions from Charlie Cypress (Otter clan) and William McKinley Osceola (Big Towns clan) . The spelling used herein, "Abiaka," is most often used
by the Mikasuki-speakers with whom I have collaborated for the past 43 years.
Abiaka's nick name "SamJones" will be discussed later in the text.
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having made up his mind, is not likely soon to be diverted from his
purpose." 3
Born c. 1781, Abiaka was a Mikasuki, a member of his mother's Panther clan, in a matrilineal society where the woman was
the head of the family. 4 The Panther clan was the ruling or war
clan, whose members formed the leadership echelon in military
prowess, cosmic power, and medicine, both good and bad. Abiaka
(also seen as Aripuki), ''Yellow Rat Snake," grew in stature in the
community by religious-medicine training and advanced himself
socially through war deeds. This was the manner in which young
men grew in power and prestige, receiving new names indicative of
their accomplishments. 5
Abiaka's first adult name was tastanakata:fi, meaning "wise
warrior." 6 By his thirties, he was well on his way to achieving status as a War Chief. The early historian of Florida, John Lee Williams, commented on Abiaka in the late 1820s;" [Aripuki] resided
at Oakhumke. He has become a popular warrior among the
Seminoles." 7 Abiaka married a niece of Micanopy, the prominent
Alachua head chief, probably before the outbreak of the Second
Seminole War. 8 She was Holatoochee's sister, whose name was Sapee-faht-hoih-'tsee. She had most probably been a former war-widow, as she h~d a child, a daughter named Ya-tim-hoh'-kee. Much
3

4

5

6
7
8

Major General George A. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1974, originally published in Philadelphia by J.B.
Lippincott, 1868), 411.
The year of Abiaka's birth was averaged from a first person observation made
by a reliable witness, a Junior Officer of the Medical Corps in 1839. The
unidentified medical officer [possibly Dr. David Camden DeLeon] estimated
Abiaka's age between 55 and 60. I have averaged and rounded it to around 58
years old in 1839.
William C. Sturtevant, Curator, North American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, Personal communication with the author, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, April 1,
1990. Note: Today's Mikasuki call this man Abiaka. Aripuki (in varaiations of
spelling) was a formal name by which Abiaka was called by the military and
others during the early period of the Second Seminole War, but he was generally known as "Sam Jones."
Ibid.
John Lee Williams, Territory of Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
1962), 275. [Reprint ofWilliams'l837 edition].
The clan of Micanopy, his relative Holatoochee, and Holatoochee's sister (Sam
Jones' wife) has unfortunately proven extremely allusive. Micanopy was apparently known at a younger age as "pond frequenter" and Hulpatta Hadjo, meaning "Crazy Alligator," but youth names do not necessarily attest to one's clan.
It is however possible that "Alligator" was indeed the clan of this family; Mark
F. Boyd, "The Seminole War: Its Background and Onset, (II) The Seminoles of
Florida," Florida Historical Quarterly (July 1951), 3-115, citing 12.
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later, Ya-tim-hoh'-kee would become Abiaka's "second" wife. 9 The
elite Mikasuki practiced polygyny (having more than one wife) usually with women of the same clan, often sisters, or in this case, a
mother and daughter.
Abiaka doubtless grew up in the vicinity of the town of Miccosukee near Lake Miccosukee. By the nineteenth century, this significant town was described as the most powerful, and certainly the
most bellicose, of the Native American towns within Spanish Florida. Moreover, its inhabitants had roots dating back to pre-European contact. One of the leaders in the early 1800s was an aged elder,
Old Cappechimicco. The active and powerful civil leader "Kenadgie ofMiccosukee or "Cappechimicco Kinadgie," who was probably
his nephew, also held this commemorative title. The place name
"Cappechi" in the names of these chiefs indicated great time depth
for the people of Miccosukee. It was a virtual "naming DNA" existing all the way back to the 1500s. Town chiefs carried the name of
their town affiliation. Some of the best known were: Cusseta Micco,
Tallahassee Micco, and Coweta Micco. However, we can only find
the town of "Capecheque" if we go back to 1540, specifically in
March, when Hernando De Soto crossed the Capecheque River
(Flint River) and marched into today's southwest Georgia. After
traveling a little over 40 miles, "they reached the main settlements
of Capecheque."
This is valuable data concurs with linguistic studies, pinpointing the pre-Contact origins of the natives of Miccosukee. It shows
that the people of Capechequi were the ancestors of the Florida
Indians of Mikasuki-speaking heritage. This strong sense of heritage may also account for the Mikasuki's strong sense of contemptuous disconnect from the influences of the Creeks of the Creek
Confederacy, and of the Mikasuki's strong resistance to be parted
from "the land," during the Seminole Wars. 10
9

10

John C. Casey, "Memoranda Concerning the Seminoles etc. etc. 1837," John
C. Casey Papers, U.S. Military Academy CU551 1809-1856, Papers and Diaries
U.S.M.A. 1829, 107.
Gentleman of Elvas, True Relation of the Hardships Suffered vy Governor Hernando
De Soto & Certain Portuguese Gent/,emen During the Discovery of the Province of Florida, "Desoto in Florida" (Deland: Florida Historical Society, 1933), 1-17; John
Reed Swanton, The Indians of the Southeastern United States (Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1979), 42-43 . The .contact town of Capechequi
was within the small culture area in southwestern Georgia that included the
town of Hitchiti. In the twentiethh century the unique language spoken by the
Hitchiti immigrants from this area, who had been removed to the reservation
in Oklahoma, was called "Hitchiti" by linguists. It was later discovered that the
Hitchiti language was virtually the same as that of the Mikasuki-people living in
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During his youth, Abiaka doubtless came under the influence
of the powerful leaders, perhaps they were even clan relatives.
The policies of the Mikasukis, and especially the town's aggressive
defense of their territory, would undoubtedly have impressed itself
upon Abiaka. In records from the early 1800s, Kenadgie was known
for favoring the British over Spanish and American interests. From
Miccosukee, young Mikasuki warriors frequently raided settlements within Spanish Florida. Such activities provided the only
means by which young men could advance in this warrior-based
society. It was as a direct result of these exploits that "the Mikasuki" in the eighteenth century grew in reputation and retained
their identity as a strong, aggressive, and contentious tribal entity
over whom leaders in the Creek Confederacy had little influence.11
These Mikasukis received harsh admonishments from the Creek
Confederacy in regard to their pursuit of bellicose traditions, but
they totally ignored them. 12
Kenadgie and men from Miccosukee joined British forces
against the Americans during the War of 1812 and the Creek War
in 1814, following the receipt of a "printed proclamation" from
the British. 13 He carefully preserved his copy of this proclamation,
which was described thusly:
... under the Hands and Seals of Admiral Sir Alexander
Cochrane and General Sir John Keane dated December
1814 and addressed to the Indian Tribes in Florida calling
upon them to join the British Army against the Americans

11

12

13

southern Florida, 70% of the post-war peoples. Again, from studies conducted
in Oklahoma, came confirmation of the origin of the tribal name "Mikasuki,"
which was given to an adventuresome group of Hitchiti speakers who went
hunting long ago "to a point where two rivers met." On their return with stories to tell, they received the new name "Mikasuki," translated as "Hog King."
John R. Swanton, Early History of the Creek Indians and Their Neighbors (Washington, DC: Bureau of American Ethnography, 1922), 341.
James F. Doster, The Creek Indians and Their Florida Lands, 1740-1823, Volume 1
(New York & London: Garland Publishing, Inc ., 1974), 196, 215, 219, 226-227,
op . sic.
Ibid., 227-228 . It is apparent that the Creek Confederacy has received too
much credit in mid-twentieth-century literature for its assumed "control" of
the southeastern tribes.
Mark F. Boyd, "Historic Sites in and around theJim Woodruff Reservoir Area,
Florida-Georgia," in River Basin Surveys Papers, ed. Frank H. H . Roberts, Jr.,
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of North American Ethnology, Bulletin 169,
Numbers 9-14 (Washington, DC: United States Government Printing Office,
1958), 195-314; Boyd designated Kenadgie as the "civil" leader, while documentation has shown him to be pro-active to the extreme. (226)
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and promising in general terms to the Indian Nations protection and support as Friends and Brothers.14
Abiaka would have been around thirty-three years old at the
time of the Red Stick Prophetic Movement of Tecumseh, when a
close associate of Kenadgie's, Hillis Hadjo, became a disciple of
Tecumseh and emerged ~ _the Prophet 'Josiah Francis." 15 Abiaka
witnessed the power of this movement, as personified by the prophets, and would later utilize the expertise of his own Prophet during
his leadership of the resistanc:e in the Second Seminole War.
The Mikasukis were drawn into the general conflagration of
the 1814 Creek War and subsequently took on a leading role in the
hostilities of the First Seminole War of 1817-1818. Initially, when it
became apparent that American military forces intended to invade
Florida, the task of organizing a native response fell to Bowlegs
who was an Alachua, the first group of "Seminoles" to settle in
Florida. He had become an active leader in pre-First Seminole War
days. However, after a span of only a few months, the previously
mentioned "Old Capechimicco," the elderly principal chief in the
Miccosukee town, took command of all the Indians. 16
The First Seminole War, however, shattered lives in all the
Florida towns. Following major routings and the burning of settlements by U.S. soldiers, the Indians in Florida found themselves in
a precarious position with their gravest enemy in control of their
destiny. There was no town infrastructure, fields, granaries for surplus left to them, and only a few cattle. Their African slave work
force was in jeopardy from slave catchers. Famine was soon a harsh
reality.
At the 1819 Green Corn Dance, (post war location unknown)
Kenadgie probably led the proceedings that included decisions
about the future. "It was determined in an Assembly of the head
men of the Tribe, that Kenadgie and some of his Chiefs should
repair in person to New Providence or Jamaica for the purpose of
soliciting assistance" against the Americans. 17

14
15
16
17

William Versey Munnings [Governor of the Bahamas] to Lord Bathurst [London], Nassau, September 30, 1819, Colonial Office 23/168.
J. Leitch Wright, Creeks and Seminol,es: The Destruction and Regeneration of the Muscogulge Peopl,e (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986), 161-162.
Arbuckle to Gaines, Dec., 29, 1817, United States, American state papers. Documents, l,egi,slative and executive of the Congress of the United States . . . Class V. Military
Affairs (Washington, DC: Gales and Seaton, 1832), 691.
Royal Gazette, Nassau, New Providence, Bahamas, October 2, 1819.
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Thus, September 29, 1819 saw Kenadgie and twenty-eight
unidentified men, including five chiefs, "six sub-chiefs and seventeen attendants," heading south. Most likely, they took the route
from Oklawaha along the trail going by the Indian settlements
to Tampa, as described by Horatio Dexter in 1823. 18 They then
journeyed by canoes around the point of Florida to Tavernier,
as described by Surveyor Charles Vignoles in 1822. 19 Then they
boarded a wrecking ship at Tavernier and arrived at Nassau, New
Providence, Bahamas, the closest British port of call, on September
29, 1819. The Bahamas governor, Honorable William Versey Munnings, describing Kenadgie as "an old man" and "very advanced
[in] Age being upwards I suppose of 80 years," heard the delegation's testimony, read their copy of the aforementioned British
Proclamation, and sent correspondence of their request for help
on to London. 20
Unfortunately, their experience would be like Hillis Hadj o's meeting with British Secretary for War and Colonies Henry
Bathurst in London in 1815.21 That is, no aid would be forthcoming.22 However, in a show of gratitude for Kenadgie's past service
to the Crown, Governor Munnings sent the Mikasuki contingency
back to the Florida mainland on the wrecking ship Primrose on
October 8, 1819, provisioning the delegation with an abundance
of supplies. The total tonnage was over 2,000 pounds in weight,
with a generous allowance of Sterling to cover their trip home. 23
Given Abiaka's later association with bases in the Everglades,
it is significant that this group of Mikasuki could really only access
the area of Upper Biscayne Bay with their stores of valuable and
heavy supplies. They most assuredly settled on one of the islands
accessed through Little River off upper Biscayne Bay (today's North
M iami) . John Lee Williams, exploring the southern Everglades in

18
19
20
21
22
23

Horatio Dexter, 1823, 3, Record Group 75, Records of the Secretary of War
Relating to Indian Affairs, WOLR- 1823, National Archives, Washington, DC,
1958.
Charles B . Vignoles, "Report of the Last Voyage of Survey of the Southern
part of Florida, dated April 7 and 22, 1822," Boston Patriot and Daily Mercantile
Advertiser, August 20, 1922.
Boston Patriot and Daily Mercantile Advertiser Letter, Munnings to Bathurst, Septemb er 30, 1819; November 30, 1819.
Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 194-195.
Ibid ., 190.
M u nnings to Bathurst 1818-1825, 375; Munnings to Bathurst, November 30,
1819; R.oyal Gazette, October 9, 1819.
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1828, identified this habitation as "Tuscane's Island." 24 Tuscaneha
or Tuscane was one of Kenadgie's sons.
William Cooley's account in 1827, Williams' account in 1828,
and Dr. John Strobel's account from 1829 show that the Mikasukispeaking population was firmly ensconced in southern Florida by
this time. 25 In discussing the Miami and New River outlets, Strobel
noted, "Indians traverse these everglades in all points, with their
canoes. "26 The permanent presence of Mikasukis in the Everglades
in the 1820s indicates time depth to their residence in this area,
and it challenges any assumption that they "fled" south in the
1830s. Moreover, their active involvement in salvaging of wrecks
was significant. Vignoles, for example, noted direct Seminole
involvement in salvaging shipwrecks as early as 1822.27 Salvage
would later become a major war-time means of resupply. Abiaka,
who was well seasoned to the art of wrecking, kept his resistance
movement well supplied with its bounty. In fact, without the invaluable supplies from wrecking, his resistance movement might well
have been extremely short-lived.
Meanwhile, by 1823, American officials were actively formulating a policy to embrace the future concept of "Indian Removal."
This was abhorrent to the Mikasukis. Besides losing their ancestral
lands, they were to be placed on a western reservation under the
jurisdiction of their long-contested enemies, the Creeks.
The first formal gathering of all the people, identified by
American policy under the generic term "Seminoles, "was arranged
at Moultrie Creek near St. Augustine in September 1823. Because
this was the first "pan-tribal" meeting, there was no single leader
to speak for the group. The assembled chiefs chose the Mikasuki
leader Neamathla. The American plan was to move all the· Indians
displaced by war to a reservation in the uplands Florida interior,
where they would have no chance of contact with either Spanish
24

25
26
27

U.S. House of Representatives, Exec. Doc. 5, 55t11 Cong, 3rd Sess. Exhibit G.
"Report of A. ]. Duncan, United States Indian Inspector, to the Honorable
Secretary of the Interior, in regard to the reservation of lands for use of the
Seminole Indians of Florida." Annual R.eports of the Department of the Interior for
the Fiscal Year Ended June 3-, 1898, Volume 1, cc-ccxxxviii. [This Report contains portions of an unpublished manuscript under the subject heading: "Ms.
of John Lee Williams, Esq." (ccxxix). This data is specific to Williams' 1828
sojourn across the lower Everglades interior].
Joe Knetsch, Introduction to "William Cooley Explores the Everglades," Broward Legacy 12:1-2 ( 1989): 40-44, citing 41.
E. A. Hammond, ed., "Dr. Strobel Reports on Southeast Florida, 1836," Tequesta XXI (1961): 65-75, citing 71. [Records Strobel's first visit in 1829].
Vignoles, "Report," August 20, 1822.
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Cuba or the British Bahamas. The Indians rightfully felt that the
Fort Moultrie Treaty, with its concessions, allowed them to live on
the interior reservation unmolested for twenty years. 28
By 1824, however, an Office of Indian Affairs was established
in the War Department and the land west of Arkansas began to
be considered as "Indian Territory." The military was placed in
control of the Indians' destiny and was to oversee their relocation.
Meanwhile, the Mikasukis, as a tribal entity continued to live up
to their long established custom of_"protecting the soil." In 1826,
Governor Duval noted of the "other" Seminole chiefs in Florida:
"These chiefs are disposed to do their duty [regarding the plans
for immigration], but are afraid to exert their authority for fear of
a part of the nation called the Mickesuky tribe, who are a very bad
set of men . .. . " 29
It is not until William's account in 1828 that we actually catch
up with Abiaka (known by the name Aripucki at this time). He was
then around 4 7 years old and "at home" in island complexes located in the western Everglades and in the eastern Everglades at Pine
Island, choshi atalie' or coyisoka:coko:li, both referring to the pine
trees that covered the islands, translating as "pine clump place"
in the Mikasuki language. 30 These Mikasuki settlement complexes
were connected by handy stops of small caravansary islands with
Mikasuki names across the Everglades. 3 1
Abiaka's habitation in the western Everglades was described by
Williams as "twenty miles west of Tuscane's . . . It has three villages ...
Attached to this are many smaller islands, all cultivated for provisions, but no houses. Narrow channels of water separate them from
each other. The old chief is said to have here 70 warriors, many of
them with families ." 32
The Pine Island Complex was located just inside the Everglades and west of New River. The two and a half mile long Pine
28
29
30

31

32

John K. Mahon, History of the Second Seminol,e War 1835-1842 (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1967), 42-50.
Clarence Edwin Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers of the United States. XXIII, 18241828 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1934), 453.
U.S. House [Duncan] ccxxviii; Juanita Cypress Osceola, Interview with the
author, (Interpreter O.B. White Osceola), October 10, 1985, Naples, FL, Typescript, Seminole/Miccosukee Archive, Fort Lauderdale, FL; William C. Sturtevant, "A Seminole Personal Document," Tequesta 16 (1956):55-75.
U.S. House [Duncan], ccxxviii-ccxxix. Williams visited Chitto's Island in 1828
and crossed the lower Everglades, noting the caravansary islands that followed
roughly the route of the trans-Everglades U.S. Highway 41, also called the
Tamiami Trail, built 100 years later.
Ibid., ccxxviii.
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Island of rolling hills, oaks, and tall pine trees is a natural anomaly in the eastern Everglades. Reaching an altitude of twenty-nine
feet above sea level, it is the highest point in Broward County.
This location would become infamous as Abiaka's "Pine Island
stronghold," mentioned with frequency in the military annals
throughout the Second Seminole War. The Pine Island Complex
included also Big City Island (today's Hollywood Seminole Reservation) and Long Key, or "Sam Jones' Seven Islands" as depicted
on wartime maps. 33
In 1828, Abiaka's Everglades settlement became closely affiliated with a young Seminole leader. Chitto Hadjo (later Chitto
Tustenuggee). Chitto settled "20 miles west of Little River," where
he "cleared 20 acres" on two co-joined islands and "built upon it
two small towns." In a traditional "town division," usually created
when one town grows too large, he, "drew to it from Sam Jones's
men near 60 inhabitants [with their families]." This excess of
inhabitants under Sam Jones, showed his popularity as a leader. In
the future war years, Chitto would be one of Abiaka's main warriors
and by 1839 he served as his War Chief. 34
There, in the serene and bountiful Everglades, life was a direct
contrast to that in the uplands communities, where fear, strife, and
terrible famine raged in a society that would never again see the
visage of its former existence. Except for the more accessible Pine
Island, located just inside the Everglades near the outlet to New
River, these strategic habitations in the Everglades remained unexplored by the U.S. Military until January 1841. Indeed, in 1837,
General Thomas Jesup observed," ... that we have as little knowledge of the interior of Florida, as of the interior of China_!" 35
The Treaty of Payne's Landing (May 1832) called for all the
chiefs in Florida to gather on the Ocklawaha River. The terms were
critical to the implementation of President Andrew Jackson's "Indi-_
an Removal Bill," dictating that three years after its ratification,
33

34
35

Patsy West "Seminole Indian Settlement at Pine Island, Broward County, Florida: An Overview," Florida Anthropologist 42:1 (March 1989): 43-56; Robert S.
Carr, Patsy West, and Willard Steele, "Archaeological and Historic Survey of
Pine Island" (typescript, Sea Ranch Properties, Inc., November 1986), 19; Pine
Island was threatened by development in 1990. It was preserved as a Broward
County Park with Florida's C.A.R.L. and Trust for Public Lands funding, and
support from the Seminole Tribe of Florida. Long Key was later preserved by
the Town of Davie.
U.S. House [Duncan], ccxxviii.
Maj. General Thomas S.Jesup to]. R. Poinsett, Secretary of War, April 9, 1837.
Territorial Papers, Fla. Vol. 25, 385-387.
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one-third of the Indians would leave for Arkansas every year to
become part of the Creek Nation, and they would surrender all
claims to Florida. An important preamble was , however, to send a
delegation of chiefs to Arkansas to approve the new land. 36
Around the time of the treaty, Abiaka is mentioned more
frequently in records. When a delegation of chiefs departed to
reconnoiter proposed lands in the western Indian Territory, the
Mikasuki Chief Tukose Emathla, also known as John Hicks, "took
the place of Sam Jones, who was an old man. " 37 This affords some
indication of Abiaka's importanc ~ within the Mikasuki hierarchy,
as town leader Hicks was considered, "head of the Mikasuki," but
he was taking the more prominent Abiaka's place on the journey.
Abiaka was then around 51 years old and had become the highest
ranking Mikasuki civil leader, the foremost in the Florida Indian
socio-political arena since Kenadgie.
Also in 1832, Abiaka acquired his pseudonym of "Sam Jones,"
by which he was generally known among his white opponents and
friends from then on. Major General George McCall recalled in his
memoir: "When the 4th Regiment first came to Tampa this Indian
was poor and apparently supported his family by fishing [in the
falls of the Hillsborough River]; the fruits of his labor being disposed of at the Fort ... This Indian, who was nameless as far as our
information on that point had extended, daily brought his string
of trout to the Fort at sunrise, as was well known by all the garrison
as the town-pump, received from the Regimental Sutler the cognomen of Sam Jones, as the embodiment of the myth celebrated at
that time in New York in a low ballad, a burlesque of ' Dunois, the
young and brave .... "' 38
Dr. Ellis Hughes, writing in February 1839, wrote a similar
account from his time at Camp King near Ocala, the military installation accessed by the Fort Brooke Road from Tampa. Hughes
·noted, "Apopka [Abiaka] Sam Jones used to bring fish before the
war to Fork King. Capt. Galt had written a parody on 'twas Dunois
the brave,' substituting Sam Jones a Sandy Hook fisherman to
Dunois and the officers at Ft. King transferred the name to Apopka

36
37
38

Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 75-79 .
Ibid., 79.
McCall, Letters From The Frontiers, 411-412.
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[Abiaka] ." 39 Hughes further attested that," ... Apiaka was delighted
& was proud of the name." 40
That Abiaka's ruse was documented at both Fort Brooke and
Fort King truly seems "fishy." Obviously, he was "undercover," spying on the mobilization of activities and troops at both of these
strategically pivotal military outposts as the military presence in
Florida was escalating.
Sam Jones did not regale the troops with the flamboyance
attributed to other younger Seminoles familiar to the military like
Osceola, the half-Creek warrior, "native Red Stick" of great charisma that was very popular at Camp King before the Second Seminole War. The young and fiery, Osceola acculturated more than
other natives, perhaps due to his patrimony, was most admired,
echoing the popular literature of the day he cut quite a "heroic"
figure. 41
Within his own culture group, however, Osceola had not been
born into a leadership clan. Yet in these tumultuous times, Osceola
asserted his views outside his station, speaking out forcibly against
immigration in a Council meeting in the autumn of 1834, perhaps
at the annual Fall Hunting Dance. His demeanor was near and dear
to the heart of the Red Town Mikasuki. 42 Both he and Coacoochee
were elevated to serve as the very visible "young lieutenants," or tastanagis, of Sam Jones. Because of these young men's major wartime
exploits, their outward gregariousness, their pride, and approachable visibility, they also became targets of the American military.
Osceola served only nineteen months in the war before he was captured, while Coacoochee was captured and escaped in 1837; then
was captured again in 1841, and was immigrated later that year.
By contrast, white officers seem to have been frequently uncertain about Abiaka's position, but not his significance, while others
treated him as a shadowy figure, or completely mischaracterized
him, as Captain John T. Sprague did in his 1848 work The Origin,
39

40
41
42

Ellis Hughes Papers 1836-1861, Diary #1, February 25, 1839 University of
South Florida Libraries, Special and Digital Collections, Tampa, Florida. Ellis
Hughes had forgotten Aripeka/ Abiaka's actual name calling him "Apopka" in
his Journal en try, however during the peace in 1839, he was personally in Jones'
company frequently at Ft. Lauderdale.
Paul Eugen Camp, "Boredom, Brandy, and Bickering- Garrison Life at Fort
Lauderdale, 1839-40," Broward Legacy 2:1-2 (1978): 7-12, 31-38.
Mahon, Second Seminole War, 91-92.
Williams, Territory ofFlorida, 273; Williams also noted, " ... the old chiefs are jealous of this man."
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Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War. 43 Sprague offered
guesstimates of Jones' age that were sometimes off the mark by
nearly 30 years. He further depicted Jones as, "small and bent,"
"old," "ill," "feeble," and "senile ." These "descriptions" exist incongruously alongside Sprague's claims that Abiaka was capable of
superhuman feats of endurance, obviously the physical exploits
of an energetic man and Grand War Chief who strategized, commanded, and led battles. This chief also made medicine and mentored warriors, poled his laden canoe across the length and breadth
of the Everglades, and engaged in major and plentiful wrecking
expeditions on the beaches. Sometimes, like after the Okeechobee
Battle in 1837, he accomplished the above within a few days.44
It is indeed interesting that such an infamous person as Sam
Jones, with his name bantered about around military campfires, in
songs, poems, curses, and in the press throughout the country (a
meme in his day), has until now rested in anonymity. He was never
captured, so there are no fine paintings (like Osceola) or photos
(like Geronimo) of Abiaka. There is a wretched doodle ofJones in
profile that Dr. Hughes made at Fort Lauderdale, but the doctor's
artistry was unfortunately far more suited to natural history subjects than portraiture. 45
First-hand descriptions of Abiaka differ sharply from Sprague's.
The first is from July 5, 1839. 46 It was peacetime at Key Biscayne following the Macomb Treaty, and an unidentified 'junior Officer of
the Medical Staff," (most probably Doctor David Camden DeLeon
who was the future Surgeon General of the Confederacy) wrote
home a detailed description of Abiaka. His observation was spe43

44

45
46

John T. Sprague, The Origin, Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1964) ; In Sprague's defense, the literature is
indeed resplendent with Sam Jones' many, very politely worded excuses (or
those of his associates or bi-lingual interpreters) for not attending meets. Of
course if SamJones had attended such meetings, his freedom could have easily
been compromised and the war would have been over. As The National Intelligencer noted on November 14, 1838: "Sam Jones is very sick and perhaps by
this time dead ... Should Sam Jones come in, or die, the long agony is over."
DeVane, Albert, DeVane Papers, "Billy Bowlegs III" (Typescript of Interview),
Sebring Historical Society, Inc. Sebring, Florida;" Mahon, Second Seminole War,
235
'
Camp, "Boredom, Brandy, and Bickering," enlarged sketch: 35.
Correspondent of the journal of Commerce, Key West, FL ,July 15, 1839 . This source
has verified the date of the meet: "On the 5t11 and 6L11 , Sam Jones by invitation
of Col Harney . .. came into the camp at Key Biscayne;" Harney to Macomb,
July 15, 1839, Roll 189, H 168- l:J 1839, Microcopy No. 567, AGLR, National
Archives, Washington, DC, 1964. [Hamey recapped the conference with Jones
to Macomb, but neglected to give the actual dates.]
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cific and "clinical," because Chitto Tustenuggee had just recently
excused Abiaka's presence at the important Macomb Conference,
pleading Abiaka's severe illness. Aware of the supposed malady that
kept Abiaka from attending this pivotal meeting, the doctor was
flabbergasted to note in his letter home. In his professional opinion, Abiaka:
... was entirely destitute of the infirmities of age.... It is
true that he was spare and thin in his habit of body, but
nothing more than wha~ was natural and healthy; the hair
on his temples was white, and apparently he bore the age
of fifty-five or sixty years; but otherwise, he maintained
a nervous and energetic disposition both in his physical
frame and in his air, gesture, and force of speech, &c ... in
a perfect state of health. 47
Then on August 13, 1839, Jones met formally with Colonel
William S. Harney at Fort Lauderdale on the beach. According
to account published in the The Key West Floridian, "His person is
spare, tall, and erect; he is about sixty-five years old, yet enjoys good
health, being hale and hearty.48
By far the most intimately detailed description of Sam Jones is
also from Fort Lauderdale:
Sam is described, by a gentleman who had an interview
with him, thus: of slight elastic frame, six feet high, a
mild benevolent countenance, very small feet, long bony
hands; hair nearly all grey, occasionally interrupted with
a few black ones, with the exception of a dark tuft on the
back of his head on the right side. His long grey locks hang
down in front of his ears, with a beautiful wave, amounting almost to a curl. He has a mole on the top of his right
ear, the upper part of which has the appearance of having
been cut. Complexion light, and wears mustachios. The
lips project somewhat; teeth sound, but small and worn in
the lower jaw; nose long; eyes small, and will not bear the

47
48

'Junior Officer of the Medical Staff," Daily Pittsburg Gazette, October 3, 1839.
"From Florida," Daily Pittsburgh Gazette, October 3, 1839 [From The Key West
Floridian, September 7, 1839]. Author unidentified.
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gaze of any one. 49 His voice is fine and very distinct; dresses
plain. 50
In Indian Territory, Seminole John Hicks and other representatives were coerced into signing their approval to relocate at Fort
Gibson on March 28, 1833. They were not empowered to do so
by their tribal Council, so the document had no validity. Nonetheless, the Americans sent it to Congress, where it was approved.
Two years later, when the Fort King Council convened in April 23,
1835, the Treaty of Ft. Gibson was cgnsidered by the Americans to
be "suspect" enough that it required further ratification. Approximately 1,500 Indians attended the meeting. 51
Sixteen leaders had signed a ratification of the Treaty of Fort
Gibson at Fort King, but Sam Jones, Jumper, Halatter Micco, and
Coa Hadjo refused. The U.S. Indian Agent, Wiley Thompson, then
dramatically struck the names ofJones and the other three dissenters from the official "List of Chiefs." The day's proceedings progressed and an Englishman, John Bemrose, who was on the Army's
medical staff, observed the negotiations. He described the barracks
where an inside drill area served as the traditional council house
for the Treaty meet. A" ... platform was built upon piles, about ten
feet from the ground ... On one side, sitting upon benches, were
the principal chiefs of the nation. Opposite to them, in full uniform, sat General Clinch and his officers." 52
During the talks, as the chiefs were refating truly heartrending reasons why they did not wish to leave their homes, Thompson
would rudely break in with, "Tell him Cudgo [the African interpreter]" "if he breaks his word with us [dramatically po in ting to
General Clinch and his men]," "I shall be obliged to call upon the
white warriors to force him. "53
Bemrose noted that Sam Jones, who he described as "a ferocious looking Indian Chief' was" ... reclining carelessly against the
49

50

51
52
53

Note: Author's personal recognizance from 43 continuous years in Mikasuki
and Creek field research in South Florida (1972-2016). As can be said of many
traditions, it was still not culturally appropriate to "make eye contact" with
Mikasuki elders in the latter decades of the 20Lh century.
"From Florida," Daily Pittsburgh Gazette, September 3, 1839 [From The Charleston Courier, August 26, 1839]. This was most likely a very informal interview, as
Jones was not wearing any head covering. The meet most probably took place
at Camp Lauderdale, betweenJune 19 and September 9, 1839.
Mahon, Second Seminole War, 95.
John Bemrose, Reminiscences of the Second Seminole War, ed. John Mahon (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1966), 17.
Ibid., 17-21, 24.
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Barracks partition ... He was evidently dissatisfied with the proceedings. I noticed him stamp his feet as if in a great rage, shaking his
head, white with [r] age, as if to show his utter contempt for the
agent, and for the officers. After this palaver had gone on for some
time, there was a sudden crash, and the platform where they sat,
owing to the unusual weight, gave way, precipitating both parties
to the ground. "54
In October, Thompson wrote, "The Indians generally appear
willing to leave the country except the Mikasuky tribe, who have
broken out almost into open rebellion, parading around and giving the war whoop ... defying all authority, they roam at large about
the country." 55
On November 26, 1835, Chief Charlie Emathla capitulated
and prepared to emigrate with his people. He was promptly shot
by Osceola. A cultural analysis would show that the coins that Emathla were paid, that were scattered around him, most probably lay
there untouched by the Indians, tainted by "bad medicine" both
because of his traitorous deed and his violent death. And by this
time, since war had been declared, Abiaka was no longer just the
most powerful civil leader. He had taken his rightful position as
War Chief. Osceola, as noted previously by John Lee Williams,
served as Jones'sub-chief, but nonetheless had the reputation of
being considered "nobody by all the Chiefs. "56
An attack on Major Francis L. Dade's troops followed in December. His detachment of 107 soldiers marched from Fort Brooke
(Tampa) to fortify Fort King (Ocala), where the Seminoles were by
now agitating for war. Half-way there, they were ambushed by 180
Seminole warriors under Micanopy, Alligator, and Jumper. This
surprise attack was a Seminole victory, as all but two soldiers were
killed, while Osceola had also assassinated Thompson at Fort King.
Historian]. Leitch Wright has suggested that Sam Jones encouraged his firebrand Osceola to take revenge on Thompson for his
earlier incarceration and embarrassment suffered under Thompson's orders at Ft. King. Of course, Jones also had his own axe to
grind with Thompson. 57

54
55
56
57

Ibid., 20. With the powers that Jones commanded, this event no doubt fueled
his reputation in both ranks. It also adjourned the council for the day.
Key West Intelligencer, October 24, 1835.
Williams, Territory of Florida, 273; Savannah Georgian, April 24, 1837; Mahon,
Second Seminole War, 101.
Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 254.
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War spread at the end of the year with another pitched battle
on December 31, 1835, the Battle of the Withlacoochee. Approximately 250 Army regulars and 500 Florida volunteers attempted to
cross the Withlacoochee River when they were met by 250 warriors
under Osceola. This engagement was also listed by the U.S. military
as a Seminole victory. Meanwhile, Phillip, Kenadgie's younger son
and Coacoochee's father, was the leader responsible for wiping out
the chain of established plantations along the St.Johns River. 58
While Sam Jones' doubtless planned and/or suggested the
Dade and Withlacoochee attacks in the Florida uplands, he was
otherwise occupied far south, deep in the lowlands of southeastern
Florida, seizing a cache of lead and other goods vital to the war
effort. These supplies were in storage at the New River settlement
on the property of Justice of the Peace William Cooley. A close
friend of Sam Jones' Pine Island Mikasukis for many years, Coolie
also salvaged goods from wrecked ships like most area men. He
had been hired by the new owner of a beached wreck, the Gil Blas,
to salvage its contents. A good portion of the six ton cargo of lead
was stored in Cooley's shed, but he and his eldest son were still at
work moving the rest. This commodity was of vital necessity to the
Mikasuki resistance effort. 59
OnJanuary 6, 1836, the New River Settlement was attacked by
Abiaka's Mikasukis, bringing the Second Seminole War to southeast Florida. The victims who were humanely dispatched were the
family of William Cooley. Their slave Peter, an eyewitness, confirmed that the Cooley victims "knew their attackers well. " 60
Mikasukis also attacked the Miami settlement in January. Then,
on July 23, the Cape Florida Lighthouse on Key Biscayne was disabled by the Indians, who afterwards had free reign in southeast
Florida while the Dade County seat was removed to Indian Key, an
island in the Florida Keys, some 32 miles off the mainland. As early
as 1836, American assessments of the Second Seminole War were
harsh. Capt. H. L. Thistle of the Philadelphia Volunteers wrote
after the Battle of the Withlacoochee " ... both parties fought well,
58
59
60

Mahon, Second Seminole War, 111.
Knetsch, "William Cooley Explores the Everglades," 40-44.
Cooper Kirk, "William Cooley: Broward's Legend," Broward Legacy 1:1
(1976):12-20. Cultural precedence exists for the Mikasukis to kill their special
friends "good," as opposed to allowing others to kill them "bad," or vengefully.
See Patsy West, "Old Tiger Tail and the Period of Isolation," Florida Anthropologist 45:4, (December 1992): 363-368; The Gil Blas wreckage was excavated in
the 1970s just north of the Commercial Boulevard Pier, Lauderdale-by-the-Sea,
FL.
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difficult to say which was victorious ... Things have been badly managed ... for the last three years and more with the Indians. The truth
is, the Indians have been underrated, and held in most unwise contempt. ... "61 John Bemrose had voiced similar sentiments even at
the time of the Treaty of Payne's Landing, May 1832:
... I stood amongst a group of [the Indians] watching our
men at target practice, I could not help but see they knew
and felt their own superiority. Also when [the soldiers]
were drilling in the woods at Indian fighting, their faces
would express to each other a sense of the ridiculous,
intuitively conveying their knowledge of our inferiority if
opposed to them in the native wilds . . . How common is
it for the civilized and trained combatant to teach themselves to despise these wild men, thereby entailing upon
themselves defeat and disaster . . ..62
The Seminoles also took advantage of the Americans' military practice of suspending campaigns in Florida during the summer. They used those months to harvest and dry food, including
any crops left in the fields near deserted military outposts. But in
August 21 , 1836, at the recently abandoned Ft. Drane, 300 Mikasuki and Seminole harvesters under Sam Jones and Osceola got
caught during a harvesting operation. They were hit in a surprise
sunrise attack by Major B. K. Pierce who, wise to their standard
procedure at abandoned installations, improvised the novel attack.
In spite of the surprise, however, military records note that this was
a "well contested" engagement in which the Mikasukis "fought with
determined bravery for over an hour."63
General leadership of the "Seminoles" at this time rested with
Alachua Seminole Micanopy. This chief appears not to have been
blessed with much spirit, as one of his first actions was to agree to a
tentative Capitulation Agreement with General Thomas Jesup. As
a result, a truce was to go into effect from February 8 to February
18th. It was on February 8 that Sam Jones attacked Ft. Monroe-Mellon in what was to be the first of his personally orchestrated military
tours de force. He made a surprise attack with 300 to 400 men

61
62
63

Captain H. L. Thistle to "Sirs," July 4, 1836, Roll 153, T 73- V 1837, Microcopy
566. AGLR, National Archives, Washington, DC, 1964.
Bemrose, Remin iscences, 25 .
Mahon, Second Seminole War, 177;Arthur E. Francke, Ft. Mellon 1837-42A Microcosm of the Second Seminole War (Miami, FL: Banyan Books, Inc., 1977), 16.
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under Phillip, Coacoochee, and some of the "Alabama Creeks," in
hopes of destroying the fort's stores. 64
In the pre-dawn darkness, Jones fired the first shot and retired
to the rear to excite the warriors and administer to the wounded as
was his cultural role as War Leader. However, as soon as there was
enough light to see, the cry "Tohopeka"went up, meaning "FORT!"
Unknown to the attackers, just the evening before, the area had
been fortified by a 2 to 3 foot high picketing, suggested by a newly
arrived officer and a veteran Indian fighter named Lt. Col. William
S. Harney. In the ensuing (and far -more problematical) attack,
and despite being bombarded by a gunboat from the lake, Jones'
men nonetheless fought hard in a heated three hour battle before
withdrawing. 65
Micanopy's capitulation agreement with Jesup was carried to
fruition on March 6, 1837, stipulating immediate emigration, food
for one year, and most importantly for the Indians, "their negroes,
their bona fide property, shall accompany them to the West''. 66 They packed
up forthwith and moved to the detention camp at Tampa.
The "Tampa Detention Camp" that held the Seminoles prior
to immigration was an important installation that was key to the
military's removal of the Seminoles. However, the camp was not
located, as might be assumed, under the security of Fort Brook at
Tampa, but at a satellite location near Tampa. By May, the camp
gradually filled with Micanopy's people, estimated at some 700
Indians and their African slaves, men, women, and children. 67
Jesup learned that a possible raid on the detention camp might
be attempted by the Mikasukis. He took the precaution of sending
out spies to the Indian camp to gather information and he put on
extra guards. Nonetheless, on the night ofJune 2, 1837, SamJones
and Osceola, accompanied by 200 of their men, absconded in total
silence with Micanopy, whose life would have been forfeited had
he not complied, and the estimated 700 individuals. 68 This was an
amazing feat, and another unbelievable, virtually "supernatural"
coup for the Mikasuki War Leader.
64
65

66
67
68

Franke, Ft. Mellon, 15.
Thomas Jesup to Lt. Col. A. G. W. Fanning, Fort Dade Headquarters, March
6, 1837.Jesup identifies the attackers as " ... the Miccosukees under Samjones
with the Creeks who came down last summer from Alabama and some other
scattering Indians;" Sprague, The Florida War, [Coacoochee's account], 325.
Mahon, Second Seminole War, 200.
Ibid ., 204.
Ibid., 204.
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Crestfallen, Jesup wrote to the Secretary of War, Joel Poinsett,
that, "The Miccosukeys and the war party among the Seminoles
appointed Sam Jones principle Chief at the head of the entire Indian Nation. It is probable that the war will be renewed by the Miccasukeys." Samjones was then around 56 years old. As the war leader
of "multi" tribes, predominantly Mikasuki, Alachua Seminole, and
Creek, Jones was in a rare position seen infrequently within the
southeast.
With precedence, he could now be designated as the "Great
War Chief." 69
~
This event had a decided effect on Micanopy's career. In
Jesup's frustrating and bitter letter to Poinsett the morning after
Jones' and Osceola's extrication of the detainees at Tampa, while
outlining "the entire failure of the scheme of emigration," Jesup
noted:
It is stated that the Warriors have degraded Micanopy, and
have placed Sam Jones, the Micasuky Chief at the head
of the Nation. Those who removed last year were upper
Creeks, not Seminoles. I believe the emigration of the
Seminoles to be impracticable under any circumstances-... The country can be rid of them only by exterminating them." 70
On October 1, 1837, Captain John C. Casey, an Emigration Agent, counted 1,409 Seminole Chiefs and Warriors and 76
Negro Warriors, bringing the total number to 1,485. Significant
to this narrative, Samjones had 280 warriors, Phillip had 350, and
69

70

Major General Thomas S. Jesup, Tampa Bay to Hon. J.R. Poinsett Secretary
of War, Washington City,June 7, 1837, WDADJ, R694, Letters Received by the
Adjunct General Office "Main Series";John R. Swanton, Social Organization and
Social Usages of the Indians of the Creek Confederacy (New York: Johnson Reprint
Corporation, 1970), 40. Every town had its own tastanagis, and the major tastanagi assumed the role of "head" tastanagi, or War Leader. However, Jones,
now as head of the Mikasuki, Alachua Seminole, Creek and any other waractive tribal peoples in Florida, had reached a significantly higher and more
unique level that was seldom necessitated. The position of "Great War Chief'
is further discussed in: Louis LeClerc Milfort, Memoirs or A Quick Glance At my
various Travels and my Sojourn in the Creek Nation, Tastanegy or Great War Chief of
the Creek Nation, and Brigadier-General in the Service of the French Republic, c. 1802.
Chapter 9, Page 1. Key word: LeClerk Milfort. Copy ·accessed via Rootsweb,
Ancestry.com. April 3, 2015,
Carter, Territorial Papers of the United States, 394.Jesup's remark on "exterminating" was his frustration and chagrin speaking, but the results of Jones' coup
would in the future make Jesup intent on creating situations which would
result in immigrations, even putting his reputation on the line to do so.
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Holatoochee (Col. Davey, Micanopy's nephew, Jones' Brother in
law) had 130. 71
Actions taken by Jesup would change native leadership. He
had experienced quite enough of the Indians' empty promises of
emigration and began to look for situations that would result in
capturing Seminoles. In the March of 1837 in St. Augustine, John
Philip, an African slave and his wife formerly owned by Chief Philip, deserted their Indian master due to the hardships of wilderness
fighting. Jesup subsequently used John Philip to guide a detachment of 170 men under General Joseph M. Hernandez on the
night of September 8 to locate Phillip's hidden settlement near the
abandoned Dunlawton Sugar Mill. Philip and his entire settlement
were easily apprehended. Then in October, when Coacoochee
came in to visit his father in prison, he too was taken. 72
Osceola, the powerful force in Jones' resistance, was perhaps
targeted by Jesup due to his part in the successful extrication effort
near Tampa. On October 21, 1837, Osceola was camped at military
headquarters, technically "on site" under a flag of truce. But he
continued to proclaim himself unwilling to immigrate to Indian
Territory. This time, when the question was officially asked, and
Osceola openly reiterated his non-compliance, he was surrounded
and taken into custody. His capture, along with those of Phillip
and Coacoochee earlier, was a great loss to SamJones. 73 Jesup took
much abuse throughout the nation for seizing Osceola during a
truce. With Osceola in custody, Sam Jones was obviously the next
leader Jesup desired to remove from action 74
In November 1837,Jones was on the west side of the St.John's
River, Phillip's former territory, now with 600 warriors drawn to
him due to Phillip's absence from the field.Jesup now sent emissaries to SamJones to persuade him to immigrate. He engaged Cherokee_mediators Bushy-Head, Conrad, Woodward, and Polecat, and

71
72
73

74

John C . Casey Immigation Agent to C. A. Harris Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, October 1, 1837, OIALR.
Jacob Rhett Motte, journey Into Wilderness, ed. James Sunderman (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1953), 119-120; Mahon, Second Seminole War,
211-212 .
It was indeed typical for the Indians to "come in under a flag to be fed and
gifted" on the good faith of their vague promise of emigrating. Then they
would withdraw to "contemplate removal" or give another excuse. They would
later return again, expecting the same scenario.
Mahon, The Second Seminole War, 216-217 .
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sent them repeatedly to parlaywithJones, who was encamped some
fifty to sixty miles away. 75
Around this time, Jones was temporarily disabled after a fall
from his horse. It was suggested by the leader of the Cherokee
mediators that Jones was at least giving the appearance that he
would come in with his people. 76 But then Coacoochee escaped
from his imprisonment in St. Augustine and made his way to Jones'
side. According to the Cherokee mediators, Jones immediately
"changed his mind," and they replied to Jesup, "Wildcat's escape
had destroyed all the plans for peace. "77
Jones "refused to talk about emigrating and he should not
do so unless compelled," further taunting that he" ... was ready to
give [the US troops] battle whenever they came into his country."78
Since continuance of the war rested on Jones' decision,Jesup asked
the ex hausted Cherokees to try and persuade him one more time .
They turned around, and retraced their journey through the night.
Around 11 a.m. the next day, they reached Jones' encampment.
But Jones would not yield, though Bushy-Head assured that he presented his case as strongly as possible. Reportedly his last words to
Jones were: "Well, Abiaka the consequences will be on your head.
The blood that will be shed you will be answerable for, if you will
not regard my advice, farewell." 79
All hopes of negotiation with Jones and "the Mickasukies" were
at an end, as they "were determined to fight it out to the last."
General Zachary Taylor mobilized 1,000 men and 200 Delaware
Indians to try his luck capturing Jones and ending the war. On
December 19,Jesup directed him to " . .. proceed with the least possible delay against any portion of the enemy I might hear of within
striking distance, and to destroy or capture him."80
The Battle of Okeechobee ensured that the name Sam Jones
became prominent in the minds of army officials. On December
25, 1837, Jones was camped with 175 Mikasukis on the east side
of the Kissimmee River near Lake Okeechobee. He occupied one
of the strongest positions, a difficult place to approach and enter,
75
76
77
78
79
80

Franke, Jr. , Fort Mellon, 41-47.
Ibid., [Appendix B, Lt.John Pickell's "Brief Notes of the Campaign against the
Seminole Indians in Florida, in 1837," 123.]
Ibid., 46.
Ibid.
Ibid., 46-47; Washington Daily Intelligencer, December 28, 1837.
"Report of the Battle of Okeechobee On The 25th December, 1837," Niles
National Register, February 10, 1838.
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via a swamp, which put the advancing troops in a most hazardous
position, even before they reached firm ground. Numerous historians have commented on the sophistication of the choice for
battle. John Mahon observed, "Never had Indians prepared a battleground with greater care." 8 1 Air Force historian Phillip Thomas
Tucker noted, "The ranking Indian leader, the Mikasuki chief Sam
Jones or Arpeika, had organized a brilliant defense." 82 The five foot
high sawgrass was cut to provide a corridor for fire, and Jones' warriors had notched the trees in the hammock to steady their guns.
Jones commanded "more than half' of the 380 to 480 warriors on
the right. As mentioned,Jones' traditional role as War Chief was to
fire the first shot, then retire to the rear and make strong medicine
for the warriors and for the success of the mission. At this task,
Jones and his relatively new, thirty-eight year old Creek Prophet,
Otulkee Thlocco were engaged.
Sprague has provided the only known biographical sketch of
the Wind clan Prophet to date. 83 Otulke doubtless delivered his
talk at the Mikasukis' Fall Hunting Dance, 1837.
This Prophet recited to his listeners his exploits in the
Creek War of 1836, narrated in an affecting manner the
way in which he escaped from [a Georgia prison], when
chained hand and foot, inducing them to believe that the
Great Spirit came to him, in the form of an Indian, striking off his irons and opening the prison-door. He was told
to flee to Florida, and enjoined to revenge the wrongs of
those who had suffered in his own land. 84
Alligator was in the center with 120 men, while Coacoochee
was on the left with about 80. What followed was a pitched battle orchestrated by Jones. Jones' line, however, came under such
intense pressure that eventually he had to withdraw. The battle
lasted from 12:30 to 3 :00 p .m. "Wild Cat [Coacoochee] the detenu,
who escaped from St. Augustine, was fiercest in battle." 85
In the Battle of Okeechobee,Jones, Alligator, Coacoochee and
their men were outnumbered 2 to 1, but when it was over, their
81
82

83
84
85

Mahon, Second Seminole War, 227.
Phillip Thomas Tucker, "A Forgotten Sacrifice: Richard Gentry, Missouri Volunteers and the Battle of Okeechobee ," Florida Historical Quarterly 70, no. 2
(October, 1991):150-165; 158.
Sprague, The Florida War, 270.
Ibid, 296.
Mahon, Second Seminole War, 227-228; Nationallntelligencer,January 16, 1838.
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only confirmed losses were 11 warriors killed and 14 wounded,
while the U. S. military had 26 soldiers killed and 112 wounded.
The National Intelligencer noted the sobering fact in an extract of a
"Letter from Florida by Express Mail," "Nearly all of the surgeons
are ordered from Tampa to Kissimee [sic] ." 8 ~ones' strategy paid
off and his men had planned and fought well. Taylor commented
in his "Official Account" that Jones' men had succeeded in" . .. killing and wounding every officer of our four companies, with one
exception, and every orderly sergeant; killing its gallant commander and adjutant ... and mortally wounding the sergeant major. ... "
Yet eventually, as Taylor noted, " ... the enemy was completely routed, and driven in every direction, and were pursued by the troops
until near night, and until they were completely exhausted." He
concluded that, "The victory was dearly purchased." Indeed, in
the opinion of historian Philip Tucker, Jones and his men had " . ..
inflicted the highest losses on any American force during the Second Seminole War and one of the highest in the annals of Indian
warfare. "87
According to Coacoochee 's recollections in Sprague, "The following day [the Indians] scattered ... in parties of ten and fifteen,
throughout the country and Samjones moved into the Everglades
to go wrecking on the Atlantlc for needed supplies." 88 Onjanuary
24, 1838 along the Loxahatchee River, Jesup himself engaged with
200 to 300 warriors in yet another pitched battle, where once again
the Mikasukis had the advantage of ground. In the foray, a bullet
creased Jesup's cheek and broke his glasses. While the Mikasuki
casualties are not known, the military suffered seven deaths and
thirty-one wounded includingjesup. While the same strategic plan
employed at the Okeechobee Battle was utilized at Loxahatchee,
86

87

88

"Report Of The Battle Of Lake Okeechobee," Niles National Register, February
10, 1838; National Intelligencer, January 16, 1838 (Letter dated: December 31 ,
1837).
Mahon , Secon d Seminole War, 227-229; "Excerpt of a Letter, Fort Foster, December 31 , 1837," National Intelligencer,; "The Battle of the Kissimmee," by Z.
Taylor, Col. Commanding to Maj. Gen T.S. Jesup, Jan 30, 1838, OFFICIAL
ACCOUNT, December 26, 1837, Newspaper Files, Seminole Miccosukee
Archive, Ft. Lauderdale, FL; Author's Note re : routing. The Indians were not
"routed ... and driven in every direction." This was a tactic employed by the
Mikasukis (witl1 substantial wartime and post wartime examples), designed so
that they could not easily be tracked to a rendezvous point; Tucker, "A Forgotten Sacrifice,"165.
"Billy Bowlegs III" (typescript of interview by Albert DeVane), Albert DeVane
Papers, Sebring Historical Society, Inc. Sebring, Florida; Sprague, The Florida
War, 214.
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the actual leadership involved in the Battle of Loxahatchee remains
unidentified. 89
A letter published from an "Officer at Fort Pierce" onJanuary
29, 1838 complained of the Indians' strategy. "[The Indians] have
never fought on fair terms; in every fight except Capt. Powell's,
they have had their advantage of ground." But the "Officer" then
praised their preparations at Loxahatchee. "They had holes mortised in the trees, pickets set up, and palmettos set up so as to cover
them and form blinds, and had cleared away the hammock on
the side Jes up attacked them, which exposed his men all together.
Without their seeing the enemy." In fact, the letter summed up the
situation and the surprise. In underestimating the force of Indians,
and inJesup's haste to engage, he encountered a "number of the
Indians considerably more than had been supposed. "90
Meanwhile, in February, Jones and his people were at work salvaging an important wreck off the New River Inlet (which then
opened to the Atlantic to the south, at today's Sheridan Street in
Hollywood). This wreck contained badly needed provisions, an
estimated 200 barrels of rice that would feed the resistance fighters
and their families. 91
Following the Battle of Okeechobee, Jones had become the
military's designated target. So valuable was Jones' capture that he
faced a new threat to his personal freedom and the continuance
of his so far successful resistance efforts through the involvement
of turncoats. In March 1838, two of Jesup's detainees, Tuskegee
and Halleck Hadjo, made overtures for a bit of land to live on in
Florida. Jesup queried President Martin Van Buren. Meanwhile,
"they offered to guide us to where the Micasukeys, with whom they
were not on friendly terms, were concealed in their fastness .... "
However, as Motte noted, "[Tuskegee and Halleck Hadjo] ... were
met at the south fork of the Coontee-Hatchee or New River, and
the whole of them shot dead by a party of their own people, who
accused them of being spies for the whites, and did not therefore
deserve to live ... The assassination was carried out by the order of
SamJones." 92
A military expedition also braved the legendary Everglades to
confrontJones on his home turf. On March 22, 1838, during the
89
90
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Mahon, Second Seminole War, 234.
Nationallntelligencer,January 29, 1838.
Nationallntelligencer, February 13, 1838.
Motte, Journey Into Wilderness, 205, 235, 310.
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last days of the 1838 winter campaign and while a cease fire was in
effect, Lt. Colonel James Bankhead, stationed at Fort Lauderdale,
took 400 men and 21 boats into the Everglades through the south
fork of New River and headed northwest towards Jones' stronghold
of Pine Island. Dragging and pulling the boats in unbelievably difficult circumstances, by dusk they had succeeded in partially surrounding a section of the two and a half mile long island. Colonel
Bankhead reported, "I then advanced, ... and as a truce still existed
as I supposed, I determined to offer peaceable terms to them, and
showed the white flag, which they fired on ... "93
After the startled Indian sentries posted in the heights of the
oak trees on the periphery of the island fired on the flag, Bankheadtook their response at face value. He held off firing until his
men could get closer, but a four pound cannon mounted in the
bow of one of the boats bombarded the Indian snipers in the trees.
The surprised Pine Islanders, which included Sam Jones, "fled
west, leaving virtually all of their goods and provisions, including
lead and powder behind .... "94 However, Pine Island would continue to be utilized as a haven through 1841, presumably with better
security. 95
With slave John Phillip's knowledge of the Indian camps and
his great success in the mission that had netted Chief Phillip, in
April 1838, Jesup ordered Lt. Colonel William S. Harney to use
John as a guide in hopes of capturing Jones in a similar manner.
Harney took dismounted dragoons and made "rapid forced marches at night" to the south. Then, utilizing fifteen canoes on Biscayne
Bay, they approached the area of the Hunting Grounds on April
24. They then journeyed even farther to the south, twenty miles
below Key Biscayne, walking over Cutler's coral spikes and experiencing South Florida's intense heat before they succeeded in surprisingJones in an inland temporary camp. 96
A heated fight ensued as the Indian warriors fired from behind
trees, and the soldiers took that stance themselves. Motte was
there, observing, " ... from the moment we discovered the enemy
93
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Cooper Kirk, ed. "Skirmish at Pine Island," An officer's letter and a Charleston newspaper recount the legendary battle," Broward Legacy, 1, no. 3
(1977):16-23.
Cooper Kirk, ed., "Skirmish at Pine Island, An officer's letter and a Charleston
newspaper recount the legendary battle," Broward Legacy, 1, no. 3 (1977):1623; George E. Bucker, Swamp Sailors (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida,
1975)' 65-66.
Kirk, "Skirmish," 16-23.
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until we found ourselves in complete possession of their camp" was
two and a half hours. After the Indians had fled with whatever the
women could carry away, Harney's hungry men commandeered
the food. They found prepared coontie, venison, hides, cooking
utensils, coontie graters, and a valuable bag of gunpowder left
behind. Again, as at Pine Island, Jones paid dearly with a great loss
of supplies.97
During the routing of Jones at Cutler, a Mikasuki woman was
accidently shot by a "fine soldier" of Harney's named Hall. It upset
Hall so badly that he had "severely wounded" a woman that under
Harney's orders, she was given special attention. She asked for a
fire, which they built. Then the next day, Harney ordered a lean-to
made to protect her from the sun. 98
From the interrogation of the wounded woman, Captain Cost
of the Revenue Cutter Campbell reported that Jones had made
a 'junction" with the Spanish Indians on the Keys and that his
group then consisted of 35 Mikasukis and 27 Seminoles. Cost also
noted that Halak Hadjo (of Tuskeegee 's tribe), who had been
sent out to bring in the Seminoles attached to Jones' party, had
been shot with his immediate followers by order ofJones, "Chief of
the Mickasukies" and this shooting had created a serious "difference" between the Mikasukis and the Seminoles. " . . .We are told
that many of them now beg our tr-oops to allow them to remain
and assist in exterminating their late allies Sam Jones and the
Mikasukis."99 Meanwhile on the beaches, Jones and the Mikasukis
were resupplying themselves from wreck salvage:
The French brig Courier de Tampico, en route from Havana to
Bourdeaux, went ashore in a storm the night of September 7, 1838.
"When the Indians visited this group they offered the Frenchmen
aid and informed them that the Seminole nation was at war only
with the Americans." However, nearby three small fishing sloops,
the Alabama, Dread, and Caution, all of Mystic, Connecticut, had
grounded on the beach and the seventeen American crewmen
were all massacred by the Indians but one, " ... who managed to
reach the men of the Courier de Tampico and passed himself off as a
Frenchman." The Alna, a brig from Portland, Maine, also became
97
98
99

Motte, J ourney Into Wilderness, 232-234.
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the Mikasukis' prize. In this period some eight wrecks lost cargo
and/ or crew to the Mikasuki. 100
There were around 19 ships wrecked during 1838 with loss of
lives and cargoes attributed to Jones. Indeed, those cargos added
greatly to replenishing the Mikasukis' larder, personal needs, and
ammunition. The extent of wrecking was so great that both the
army and navy sent forces to patrol the coastal area in an effort to
curtail the Mikasukis' access to supplies and " ... Captain William B.
Davidson and a company of the Third Artillery selected a site on
the beach opposite New River Sound for the location of the Third
Fort Lauderdale. " 101
The mystique of Jones grew amongst non-Indians. He was
sighted by the military from the uplands to the lowlands, all seemingly at the same time. He had a reputation among the troops (and
his own people as well) as an uncanny spiritualist known to make
horses die on the road and capable of who knew what other atrocities through magic. The bane of the troops and their officers, Jones
had begun to reach into their very minds. As young Lt. Henry
Prince wrote in his Diary while apprehensively scanning the forests
around Ft. King, "The Spirit of Sam Jones pervades these woods if
perchance he is not here himself." 102
Part of his mystique, was due to his "water road" logistics in
the Everglades. His secret weapon was the Okaloacoochee Slough,
an inland waterway in the southwest Big Cypress. The Slough ran
north to south providing access to Lake Okeechobee as well as
Florida Bay. From this location, travel virtually anywhere was feasible, rapid, and totally undetected. Coupled with the ease of communication between the Big Cypress and the Atlantic coast, the
slough afforded Jones thorough access to much of south-central
Florida.103
This raises a question: Were the Seminoles "pushed down" into
the Everglades by the Seminole wars? The history of Jones' Mikasuki people indicates this is a fallacy that should not be continued.
100 George E. Buker, Swamp Sailors: Rivertine Warfare in the Everglades, 1835-1842,
(Gainesville, University Press of Florida, 1975), 73-78.
101 Cooper Kirk, Edward Zane Carroll Judson, Alias Ned Buntline, Broward Legacy, Vol. 3-4 (Fall 1979) 16-17; The site of the beachside Fort Lauderdale (#3)
was excavated by Robert S. Carr, Historical and Archaeological Conservancy,
2011.
102 Lt. Henry Prince, Amidst A Storm ofBullets: The Diary ofLt. Henry Prince in Florida,
ed. Frank Laumer (Tampa, FL: University of Tampa Press, 1998), 114.
103 Patsy West, "Reflections," Historical Series, March 13, 1998, Number 146; "The
Okaloacoochee Slough," The Seminole Tribune, Seminole Tribe of Florida.
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As has been shown, the Mikasukis have been documented in a
thriving continuous settlement pattern in the Everglades, living in
chickees, and utilizing the water roads, their generational home by
choice for well over seven years before the outbreak of the Second
Seminole War. 104
Jones and his Prophet Otulkee Thlocco maintained settlements within the Everglades' aforementioned western island complex. Residing at Prophet's Island, Otulkee partnered with Jones'
Panther clan in a traditional positio~ as the Panther leader's "Wind
Clan Messenger." Otulkee was thus placed in a most viable position
of traditional importance, as it is the Wind's responsibility to "carry"
the Panther leader's "message" to the people. Sprague noted of
Otulkee; "The Prophet ruled with an iron hand; despotism reigned
without remonstrance or reproach." And the messages that Jones
delivered by Otulkee regarding turncoats and dissenters were very
strong indeed. 105
The next military officer to confront Jones was Alexander
Macomb, Commanding General of the U.S. Army. On the advice
of his predecessors, he attempted to end the war by treaty with an
offer to allow the remaining Seminole to stay in Florida for a time
to be determined. Jones, as with previous negotiations, excused
himself from Macomb's conference, pleading illness. Instead, he
sent Chitto Tustenuggee as his emissary with twenty others. Chitto
and his delegation left with Col. Harney from Key Biscayne bound
for Fort King on the steamboat Isis. 106
The oft-called Macomb Treaty, based on a peace conference
called by Macomb near Ocala, was a complicated affair in which
the U.S. agreed to leave the Seminoles in a boundary south of
Peace Creek. It was unclear if thi~ was to be permanent. At the
meet held at Fort King, Macomb's officers looked upon Chitto
as the chief voice for the Seminoles, and the African interpreter,
104 Patricia R. Wick.man, The Tree that Bends: Discourse, Power, and the Survival of the
MaskokiPeople (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1999), 71. The view of
noted Mikasuki elders Frank]. Billie, Henry John Billie, James E. Billie, Mary
Frances Johns (Creek), AlanJumper, and a leading medicine man Pete Osceola Sr. in the 1990's, " ... was that the Seminoles were not driven into Florida by
pressures of United States soldiers and settlers. Rather they recall oral history
that their ancestors had been migrating southward toward the lower reaches of
the peninsula for all time because their medicine people always had told them
that ichi bolan, literally "the nose of the deer," (the pointed tip of the southeastern peninsula), was the place where they would ultimately find refuge and
peace ."
105 Sprague, The Florida War, 296.
106 Niles National Register, Baltimore, 5t11 Series, Vol. 1, No. 14,June 1, 1839.
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Sandy Perryman, introduced Chitto, " ... as the chief of the Seminoles replacing Sam Jones." As such, in the course of the conference proceedings, Chitto was presented the highest honor that the
Americans bestowed on chiefs at that time, a Great Medal! 107
Sandy had been given a huge responsibility to bring in Jones
or Coacoochee for the meet and had failed. According to a well
informed eye witness, Perryman was actively downgrading the
importance of both Jones and Wild Cat at the meet, saying that,
" ... he found Sam Jones so thick headed and Wild Cat such a fool
[doubtless as they were unwilling to be persuaded attend this conference] that he, [Sandy] ... made Chitto Tustenuggee chief, and
brought him to make peace with the General.. .. " Meanwhile the
eye witness, while heartedly debunking Chitto's "newly acquired"
status, of "chief' reported that once outside the view of the officials, he actually saw Chitto "spit on the medal" and react with
other violent physical and verbal disrespect towards the Americans.
In short, the eye witness' observations and commentary showed a
most farcical side of Macomb's conference, to which the Floridian's
reaction was, "Shame, Shame, Shame." 108
There was no formal written treaty, but on May 20, 1839, the
U.S. issued a General Order proclaiming the war had ended. Initially, news of the treaty or truce seemed sufficiently well-founded,
so Jones made efforts to learn more about it. In April, Dr. Ellis
Hughes was discussing Jones in his Journal. " ... Uones] says he will
never shake hands with the white man-he is an old wrinkled withered active hoary white headed Indian of small stature and has
done more mischief given more trouble than Oceola [sic, Osceola]
ever did. Apiaka [sic] may this moment be within 6 m. of us. No
white man has seen him since the war began." 109 It must have been
quite a shock then for Hughes to actually meetJones, who arrived
at beachside Fort Lauderdale unannounced on June 19 from his
settlement at Pine Island six miles up New River with "15 or 20 warriors." This was Jones' first public appearance in around four years.
He appeared because, "He desired a recapitulation of the terms of

107 General Orders #6. Alexander Macomb, Major Gener'al, Commander in Chief,
Headquarters of the Army of the U, S. Fort King, Florida, May 18lh 1839. Roll
289, Microcopy No. 234. Letters Rec'd by the OIA 1824-81, FL Superintendency, 1824-1853, 1838-1850, National Archives, Washington, DC, 1958.
108 TheFloridian,June 22, 1839.
109 Camp, :_Boredom, Brandy, and Bickering," 34.
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the [Macomb] treaty ... " from Lieut. Commanding C. Tompkins,
aided by his trusted African interpreter Toney. no
Tompkins wrote most enthusiastically to Headquarters that following his recap of the Macomb treaty to Jones:
[He] ... professed himself pleased. He laid down the law
to the Indians and ordered them to understand and obey
it. The high opinion entertained of this Chief is fully warranted by the deference paid to him by his people & even
Chitto Tustenuggee who was present ... [Their] main camp
lies at the head of this river [New River] which SamJones
informed me at any moment could turn out 300 ... warriors. He said moreover that the treaty had met with some
opposition and it would be sometime before the Indians
who inhabit the Swamps could hear of it. rn
On July 5 and 6, Jones also met with Harney at the fort at
Key Biscayne. Upon actually "seeing" Jones, the aforementioned
medical doctor (probably Dr. David DeLeon) exclaimed in a letter
home, "We believe [Chitto] told what was not true when he said
that Sam Jones was too old and infirm to be present at the treaty
ground. We all at once saw that ... he did not show in his appearance
any indications of having been sick, but was also entirely destitute
of the infirmities of age. " 112
And a correspondent representing the Journal of Commerce (Key
West) was also on hand to chronicle this historic meeting:
On the 5th and 6th, Sam Jones by invitation of Col. Harney,
in whom he placed great confidence, came into the camp
at Key Biscayne, and had a talk. He said that Col. Harney,
had never wore [sic] two faces with the red men, or spoken with a forked tongue . . . that the Great Spirit had
ordained it that he and Col. Harney should meet that day.
He spoke an hour with great force and fluency, and at his
110 C. Tompkins Lt. 3d Arty. to Sir, June 22, 1839, Camp near Fort Lauderdale .
Roll No. 198. Letters Received by the Office of the Adjutant General (Main
Series) 1822-1860. T 235- V63. 1839. National Archives Microcopy No. 567.
Washington: National Archives and Records Service, 1964. Record Group 94;
Pittsburg Gazette, July 23, 1839. Transcript of a letter printed in the Savannah
Georgian, dated at Fort Lauderdale, East Florida, June 22, 1839.
I l l Tompkins to Sir,June 22, 1839, Roll No. 198, AGLR (Main Series.) 1822-1860.
T 235- V 63 . 1839. Record Group 94, Microcopy 567, National Archives,
Washington, DC, 1964.
112 [Possibly Dr. David Camden De Leon on July 5, 1839], Pittsburg Daily Gazette,
October 3, 1839.
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conclusion, the warriors gave a yell of assent, that chilled
the blood of the stout hearted colonel, who was attended
by few officers among those savages, and unarmed.
The correspondent further noted that the Indians were low on
ammunition and desired a trading post. 113
On July 15, Harney also wrote a letter about Jones, noting to
Macomb that, "On my return to Key Biscayne from this place about
two weeks since I understood that Sam Jones was in the neighborhood and I sent for him & whel!-he arrived, in course of conversation he informed me that he was still the head Chief that they had
made Chitto Tustenuggee head Chief when he went to meet you at
Fort King, but since his return, that he Chitto was only the Second
chief." 11 4
It appears the treaty fostered a change of directive on the part
of Jones. If he was earnest in accepting peace on terms that would
benefit his people, then he had moved into "peace mode." He
apparently would retain the position of "Grand War Chief' as the
head of all the "Seminoles" as he was elected in June 1837. Now
though, instead of fighting due to a lack of ammunition, his focus
would be the continuing enforcement of the tribal ban on voluntary immigration. m
On the whole, the terms of the Macomb Treaty continued to
receive mixed reactions from Seminole leaders, strongly exacerbated by rumors attributed to the prominent African interpreter Perryman that the whole thing was a ruse, "intended to draw together
a large number of Indians for the purpose of seizing them. " 116
113 journal of Commerce, Key West, Fla. July 15, printed in The Floridian, August 10,
1839. Note: Jones placed "great confidence in Harney" specifically because of
Hamey's humanitarian treatment and release of the wounded woman following the skirmish at Cutler, April 1838. This incident was most significant. L.U.
Reavis, The Life and Military Services of Colonel William Selby Harney (St. Louis:
Bryan, Brand & Co., 1878), 130-131.
114 Harney to Macomb, July 15, 1839, AGLR. This news must have jogged Macomb
a bit, but since Sam Jones was happy, all was well.
115 Swanton, Social Organization and the Social Usages of the Indians of the Creek Confederacy, 326. Swanton's definition of the role of the grand war chief illustrates
plainly why Jones retained his position of respect and ultimate authority until
his death; There was not only strong opposition to the Macomb Treaty from
the western Everglades and Big Cypress, but others "who refused to treat with
Macomb," such as the "Tallahassees" living "north of .Tampa Bay," who also
were concurrent in tl1e fight to keep fellow Indians from agreeing to immigrate. Niles National Register, May 25, 1839.
116 Tompkins to Harney, August 30'h 1839, AGLR; National Register, October 5,
1839.
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Hostilities broke out just eight days after Harney wrote to
Macomb. Early on July 23, while encamped on the Caloosahatchee
River at the site ofDallam's Store, a provision of the Macomb Agreement, 160 "Spanish Indians" under Chakika, Hospetarke, Passack
(his war chief), and the young Alachua Seminole Bowlegs hit the
camp and store in a well-planned attack, killing thirteen of the
twenty-eight people on site. Those killed were mostly Barney's handpicked Dragoons. 117 Interpreters Perryman and Sampson Forrester
were taken captive.U 8 Goods, fifteen-hundred dollars specie, and
valuable kegs of powder were also confiscated. 11 9
Harney had just arrived on site the evening before. This was a
fact the raiders did not know in their pre-dawn attack, which most
assuredly saved Barney's life, for he would have been targeted.
Harney had received inadequate camp staff for this "peacetime"
detail. As a result, the mission had not only been badly compromised, but many of Barney's young sharpshooters had given their
lives. As Harney made his way back to Fort Lauderdale by steamer,
he doubtless suspected a plot and possibly Jones' hand in it. 120
While Harney was in route from the Caloosahatchee River back
to Key Biscayne, the "barges of the Steamer Poinsett' captured and
detained Chitto Tustenuggee and Tiger Tail [Cotsa Chopka] with
their families in four canoes on the Miami River. Harney transferred
these prisoners to the Steamer Cincinnati. He then, "proceeded to
New River to send Tuskuenago [Chitto] to bring in Sam Jones with
the ultimatum: "or the prisoners would all be put to death." 121
Chitto Tustenuggee set out in earnest "to bring in" Jones. 122
According to Dr. Hughes, writing in his]ournal,Jones' son Sponge
accompanied Chitto. Jones was away again, supposedly ill on the
Loxahatchee River, where he spent a good deal of time. On August
117 "The War Renewed," Office of the News, St. Augustine, August 3, 1839, National
Archives, Washington, DC.
118 Sprague, The Florida War, 316. Sampson Forrester described Perryman as "an
old negro." Forrester, a younger man, had been one of Colonel Gad Humphreys' slaves, who "was captured by the Indians at Micanopy in 1837 . . . and
lived with Oseola [sic]." When Osceola was imprisoned in October 1837, Forrester "surrendered at Fort Mellon," and became an interpreter for General
Thomas Jesup.
119 Sprague, The Florida War, 31 7.
120 Philadelphia American Sentinel, May 21, 1839; Sprague, The Florida War, [Forrester's Narrative], 317.
121 "Capture of Indians by the U.S. Steamer Poinsett," Norfork Beacon, August 26,
1839.
122 Ibid.
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l, Chitto swam all the way across the New River Sound to the beach
fort, scaring two soldiers, to say that-" his heart is sad-no sleepno eat - a treaty is a treaty ... " and he professed great distress over
the war deeds on the Caloosahatchee River. Dr. Hughes continued,
"Sam [had] advised Chitto hadjo [Tustenuggee] to come in openly
& boldly for otherwise it would bespeak guilt. " 123
By August 3, Jones sent a message to Fort Lauderdale. Lt.
Tompkins reported, "Apiucki says, he hopes the whites will not
for a moment believe that his people had anything to do with the
Massacre ... " and Jones identifred the perpetrators as Hospetarke
(Micanopy's half-brother married to a Spanish Indian), Chakika,
and Holata [Billy Bowlegs] . "These three had opposed the treaty from the first and have sworn to take the lives of Col. Harney,
Api-ucki, and Chitto Tuste-nuggy. They lead [sic] the Spanish Indians ... " wrote the commander of Fort Lauderdale, Lieut. C. Tompkins, to his friend Burke. 124
Perhaps the seriousness of this situation, with Harney understandably in a rage, and the prisoners being held warranted Jones
to not make excuses. At any rate, he lost little time complying with
the summons, though Tompkins' two runners to Jones "returned
with the information that Api-uck-i was very sick, so sick they
thought it doubtful whether he would ever get up again." 125
For the meet at Fort Lauderdale, August 13th, once again
appearing in fine health, Jones arrived dressed in the best traditional "formal" meeting attire that his wives could muster under
the wartime conditions, and for the first time recorded, he brought
his entire family with him. His wives Sa-pee-faht-hoih'-tsee and Yatim-hoh '-kee accompanied him with their children, which included SamJones' and Ya-tim-hoh'-kee's son and two young daughters.
The women were described by a reporter from the Key West Floridian: " .. .The first [is] about thirty five, and yet very fair to look upon;
the other about sixteen, and very beautiful." 126
The Key West Floridian further described this historic event:
Uones] came to the camp [Lauderdale] in a canoe with
three hoary headed counselors [sic] ... He was dressed in a
123 Hughes.journal, August 1, 1839.
124 Tompkins to Burke, August 3, 1839, Roll 189, H 168 -l:J 1839, Microcopy No.
567, AGLR (Main Series) , National Archives, Washington, DC, 1964.
125 Ibid.
126 In the Daily Pittsburg Gazette (10/ 03/ 1839) from Key West Floridian 09/ 07 /1839
[Actual date 08/ 13/ 1839].
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plain hunting shirt,* made out of an old sail, and under it
wore a flannel shirt. In his hand he carried a calico hunting shirt trimmed with red fringe. On his head he wore a
colored cotton handkerchief in cravat form. His legs were
bare. He with great dignity, approached Lt. Tompkins'
tent, where we were sitting around a table, and after being
introduced by Col. Hamey, took a seat-The others placed
themselves on benches nearby, and the squaws and girls sat
on the ground.
Sam expressed himself very happy to see us, he said the
war, he hoped, was now ended. He spoke of their great sufferings and present wants. He regretted much the murder
on the Caloosa Hatchee. Those who did it, he said, were a
band of traitors and Spanish Indians that had not fought
during the war, and now wished to break the peace. They
had rebelled, and he would punish them. He must do so,
for they had denied his authority even before his own warriors. Chitto, he said, must go and show himself a man, for
some of them were Seminoles. If the whites would leave
it to him, he would give hostages of women and children,
and go punish these murderers, and bring them in dead
or alive. He had never lied to man, and when he did, he
might be distrusted. He conversed freely,. and with every
appearance of honesty. 127
Meanwhile Interpreter Sandy Perryman had paid the price for
the role he had played in stirring up conflict. In the Big Cypress,
just four days after his abduction on the Caloosahatchee River, it
was learned from his fellow Interpreter, Sampson Forrester, that
the Mikasukis tortured Sandy to death slowly, by torches and

127 *Author's Note: Jones was wearing the ruffled "frock" or "hunting" coat
("Long Shirt, foks'ikbacki', a garment frequently worn, but always donned for
formal occasions. The fact that Jones' Long Shirt was made of salvaged sail
cloth, instead of bright colored cotton, again illustrates just how impoverished
the Mikasukis were at this point, as by this time, even sailcloth was not accessible due to the blockade that curtailed their wrecking ventures. The colored
foks'ibacki' that Jones carried in his hand was doubtless folded to obscure its
tatters, but it was significant that he felt compelled to carry it.The southeastern Indians had been wearing English cottons (flannels, wools, etc.) for generations. Powder and clotli.ing (textiles) are frequently noted as the Indians'
greatest wartime needs.
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lighter pine skewers "by the decree of the council, Sam Jones and
the Prophet." 128
Jones continued to frequent Fort Lauderdale at this time. At
one point in September, Dr. Hughes, who was often inJones' company, asked him pointedly, "What did you go to war for?" Uones
replied:] "It was all about the immigration. I never consented to
do it and there is no use to-talk any more at all about it" and "you
whites have been fighting us and after all what have you done?" 129
However, chances for a nego6ated p eace c ntinued to dwindle
as factions among the Indians advocated for a resumption of hostilities. On September 27, Chitto attempted to lure the officers
and soldiers from Fort Lauderdale into an ambush, (significantly
while Jones was away), by inviting them to a dance up river.Just by
chance only three attended. While the planned massacre failed, it
brought the split among Indian leadership into the open. 130
Due to the vote of the war chiefs, war would continue for
another three years, with Harney writing to Macomb on October
20, 1839 to reiterate, "I am satisfied that our failure is to be attributed to the general belief accorded by the Indians to the story told
them by the interpreter Sandy ... " His letter to Capt. G. H. Griffin,
the Asst. Adj. General, bemoaned the failure of" .. . Our humane
efforts to Save a portion of the Indians from extermination . .. " and
ended with violent aggressio"ii., "[now] they must be hunted down
like beasts .... " 131
A revival of war meant the U.S. military had little option but to
pursue the hostile groups into the Everglades. The final years of
the war would feature such expeditions. First to be targeted were
warriors under Chakika, following their dawn raid on August 7,
1840 against the small island community of Indian Key to ·capture
quantities of lead and power. 132 With a command of twenty men
and African 'John" as a guide, Harney moved against Chakika in
December and successfully breached Chakika's Island in canoes.
Hamey's sharpshooter, Private Hall, killed Chakika. They captured
and hanged two other men, then strung Chakika's body up as

128 Sprague, The Florida War, [Sampson's Narrative], 316.
129 Hughes,Journal, September 5 - September 8, 1839, 159.
130 Tompkins to Harney, September 29, 1839, AGRL (Main Series 1822-1860),
Roll 189, National Archives, Washington, DC.
131 Harney to Macomb, October 20, 1839, Roll 189; Harney to G. H . Griffin, September 30, 1839, Roll 189, National Archives, Washington, DC.
132 Carter, TerritorialPapers, Vol XXVI, 1839-1845, 194-195.
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well. 133 By December 15, Harney had hanged a full dozen Mikasuki
men in the Everglades. 134
As Mikasukis gathered at the Green Corn Dance of 1841, calls
for retaliation were strong. Interpreter Sampson Forrester, still a
prisoner in the Big Cypress settlements at that time, noted in his
valuable "Narrative" account: "They declared [in Council], eternal
hostility, and cruelty to the whites." Directed specifically at Harney,
Jones was quoted as saying, 'We, have given them heretofore' ...
'when prisoners, a decent death, and shot them instead of hanging
them like a dog. ' 135
Forrester further related:
In April, 1841, a great Council was held [in the western
Everglades] to prevent further intercourse with the white
men. A law was passed that should any Indian, male or
female, be found in communication with a white man,
they should be put to death. 136
[And] it was also understood in Council, that being so
reduced in numbers, and in so confined a space, they must
now ambush the enemy, fire, and then run. 137
The war chiefs in the Big Cypress and Everglades at that time
were Chitto Tustenuggee, Parsacke, and Assinawa, commanding
160 men. "They, together with some young -sub chiefs, head the
scouts and execute with fidelity the mandates of the council, or the
wishes of Sam Jones and the Prophet." "The Mickasuckies preponderate; they mingle, with more harmony than any period in their
history, and are willing to accept any others, who will subscribe to
133 Lieutenant Colonel William W. Harney to Captain W.W. Bliss, Assistant Adjunct
General, Army of Florida, December 29, 1840, Roll 154, National Archives,
Washington, DC.
134 Theophilus F. Rodenbough, From Everglade to Canon with the Second Dragoons
1836-1875 (New York: D. Van Nostrand, 1875), 45-46. For a Mikasuki, to die
by hanging meant that their soul would not go to Heaven. The U.S. military
was always "threatening" such treatment of hostages, "if" the person did not
comply to demands, but the threat was not carried out. Harney appears to be
the major perpetrator and from this incident forward, he was truly feared. It
would be assumed that he knew the seriousness of this act. Was it revenge, or
"sending a most serious message?"
135 Sprague, The Florida War, 319.
136 Albert G. Brackett, History of the United States Cavalry, From The Formation of the
Federal Government to the ]51 ofJune, 1863, 43, Greenwood Press Publishers, New
York, Facsimile of the 1865 Edition.
137 Sprague, The Florida War, 317-318.
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their laws, and believe in Sam Jones as a wise man and doctor, and
the Prophet, as one who talks with invisible things, and controls
their destinies. Sam is a skilful navigator of the everglades. He goes
from the Cypress to the Atlantic in four days; knows all the great
passages, and cultivates fields in the neighborhood. He is a sort of
patriarch, and bestows his blessings." 138
Jones, his Prophet Otulkee, and the Mikasukis actively prevented defections to the cause of emigration. "If any [people] were suspected, the Prophet visited them; and by various dances, gestures,
songs, &c., together with his blowpipe, proclaimed their fate ... The
Prophet they believed, could make known the approach of troops,
find game, and control the seasons, heal the sick, or inflict disease
upon anyone-even death. "139 In October, Coacoochee had persuaded 300 of Hallack Tustenuggee's people to accompany him
to Tampa to emigrate. But on their way, they were overtaken by "a
prophet" from Jones, who scared them back. 140
Harney, meanwhile, implemented his second Everglades expedition, a joint effort of the army and navy, to find camps hidden
in the Everglades. The Navy's "Mosquito Fleet" was deployed in
the Everglades in January 1841. The canoe fleet reached deserted islands such as Chitto's, describing the infrastructure as, "two
towns, two dancing grounds, and one council lodge." At Jones'
equally deserted Pine Island settlement north at the headwaters
of New River, they noted, "three villages and dancing grounds." 141
While another account estimated at Pine Island, " . . .with each
island inhabited and planted, their population could not have
been less than 600." 142 But no one was at either location, as Chitto's
and Jones' people had withdrawn. This situation was summed up
by Major Thomas Chiles out of Fort Dallas, "No part of the Everglades will hereafter be a safe resort as all the camps discovered had
evidently been abandoned many months .. .."143

138 The Floridian,"Sam. Jones, (Ar-pi-i-ka.)," December 25, 1841, [quoting from
Sampson Forrester].
139 Col. W.J. Worth to Adj . General, Washington, DC, July 20, 1841; Sprague, [Forrester's "Narrative"), The Florida War, 318.
140 Bracket, History of the United States Cavalry, 44.
141 Niles National Register, LX, April 3, 1841, 71-72; See also.West, "Seminole Indian
Settlements at Pine Island," 43-56.
142 Harney to Griffin, September 30, 1839, Roll 189, H 168- l:J 1839, Microcopy
No. 567, AGRL, National Archives, Washington, DC, 1964;
143 Thomas Childs to Major Cooper, August 13, 1841, Roll 242 W 287-369 1841,
Microcopy No. 567, AGLS, National Archives, Washington, DC, 1964.
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December 1841 saw a full invasion of the Mikasuki stronghold in the western Everglades. By then, interpreter Forrester had
escaped from his captives and accompanied the military expedition
with other guides as the Big Cypress settlements were destroyed. At
Prophet's Island, there were "some thirty acres of corn, beans, rice,
tobacco, pumpkins and squashes [and] . .. some hundred lodges
[palmetto thatched chickees] .. . ;" while Jones' Island had "sixty to
seventy" chickees, showing the extent of the towns' infrastructure in
this area, an area so steeped in the lore of Jones that by the early
twentieth century it became known as the "Devil's Garden." 144
The Navy had succeeded in accomplishing the job in the
watery Everglades ecosystem that the Army couldn 't complete earlier in the seven year war. Jones remained elusive, a very lucrative
fugitive for traitors to want to apprehend for cash, but few dared
try. In November 1841 , W.]. Worth had promised Hallapatter
Tustenuggee (Alligator) $2,500 a piece if he could bring in the
Prophet or Jones. 145 And in a letter to Major William G. Belknap,
Worth said that if Jones himself were to communicate with him,
''You may promise Jones five or ten thousand dollars and if the
opportunity occurs of communicating with him privately he may
be assured of permission to remain in the country: that is himself
& family beyond which the indulgence cannot be extended. " 146 •
In 1841, other pressures were brought to bear against the
Florida Seminoles and Jones. The Arkansas .delegate Hospitarke
was returned from Indian Territory to persuade "one half of the
"Alachua Seminole portion" ofJones' wartime accumulated followers to go back with him to Indian Territory. This culling leftJones'
group significantly smaller, but ethnically "more Mikasuki." 14 7
On November 1, 1841, a letter from Colonel William F. Worth
to the Adjutant General confirmed that Jones had indeed left the
Everglades with his people to relocate on the Locha Hatchee River,
144 Nil,es National R.egi,ster, LX, April 3, 1841 71-72 ; West, "Seminole Indian Settlements at Pine Island," 46; Peter G. Gallagher, "Distinction sought for Sam
Jones Trail," December 30, 2014, The Seminol,e Tribune: Voice of the Unconquered,
Seminole Tribe ofFlorida;Jones was the only person to whom the term "devil"
was applied in the historical literature and poems of the Seminole War Period,
hence the "Devil's Garden" area of the upper Big Cypress where he lived, has
long been associated with his presence.
145 J. Cooper to Major Fauntleroy, August 28, 1841, Roll 242, W 287-369 1841,
Microcopy No . 567, AGLR, National Archives, Washington, DC, 1964.
146 Letter from William J. Worth to William G . Belknap. February 23, 1842, William Worth Belknap Papers, Princeton University Library, Princeton, l'{J.
147 W. J. Worth to Adj, General, July 21, 1841 , Roll 242, W 287-369 1841, Microcopy No. 567, AG, National Archives, Washington, DC, 1964.
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where, "recent intelligence places Jones & his band of seceders
[sic] from the Prophet with whom he has quarreled." A military
census made the following August (1842) still placed Jones with 15
warriors, 31 women and children [46 persons], " ... up [the] headwaters of Locka Hatchee." 148
Fosse Hadjo, a speaker for Bowlegs in July 1842, commented
in "Minutes of a Talk at Fort Brooke (Tampa)" that, "Sam Jones
is the principal chief of the Southern Indians, but he has only
ten warriors with him .... " And most importantly, Fosse made the
statement that, 'Jones had not- made war upon the whites since
the arrangement with General Macomb in 1839." 149 Fosse's then
seems to corroborate Jones' current strategy: to discontinue fighting, to punish his own people when necessary, to crack down even
more on immigrations, and to preserve his capacity to pull back
into the wilderness in a last ditch measure to assure the survival of
his people in Florida.
This was the situation when the Second Seminole War officially ended on August 14, 1842 after six years, seven months, three
weeks, and a day. Only the Southern Indian band of Billy Bowlegs and the Upper bands of Tiger Tail and Octiarche signed the
"Agreement of 1842" that ended the war. Significantly, no articles
of peace were signed by Jones for the majority population of Mikasuki or by Chipco for his small band of Muscogee Creeks ... peoples
whose ancestors today represent the two "Unconquered" tribes of
Florida. 150
During the thirteen years between the Second and Third Seminole Wars (1855-1858), Jones (Mikasuki) and Bowlegs (Alachua)
continued to represent their two distinct bands "with differences."
When Jones, the elected "Grand War Chief," then becoming the
peacetime "civil" chief, continued to be sought out for audiences
and consulted by the military, government representatives, and settlers on missions, it was much to the young Bowlegs' displeasure.
By 1845, Sprague, who had been appointed the Federal Officer
in charge of Indian Affairs in Florida, noted, "My insisting upon
seeing Uones] ... tended to disparage the position and power of

148 Carter, Territorial Papers: Volume, XXVI: Territory of Florida, 1839-1845, 517:
William]. Worth to the Adjutant General, November 1, 1841, 385-387.
149 Carter, Territorial Papers: Volume XXVI: Territory of Florida, 1839-1845, 517:
"Minutes of a Talk Held at Fort Brooke, July 22, 1842.
150 James W. Covington, "The Agreement of 1842 and its Effect upon Seminole
History," FloridaAnthropologi,st3l, no. 1(March,1978): 8-11, citing 10.
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Holatter Micco .. .." 151 And, while Covington rightly noted the elevation of Great Medalist Bowlegs by the government, he noted,
"Persons like Sprague did not understand that though Billy Bowlegs had the largest band of warriors (fifty-four), and considerable
political power, he lacked the religious influence of Sam Jones who
had a following of only thirty-two warriors. " 152
In July 1849, there was more trouble. Some young Indian men
who had been "declared outlaws," by the Indian Council, probably at
the recent 1849 Green Corn Dance, began murdering and pillaging.
Immigration Agent John C. Casey n6ted that these men represented the Muscogee [Creek] Chipco with five other Muscogees, seven
Mikasukis, six members of Bowlegs' group [Alachua "Seminoles"],
another Creek [perhaps a former Red Stick], and a Yuchi. 153 In conjunction, they had attacked settlers on both coasts at Indian River
and at Peas [Peace] Creek. Heartily concerned over the possible
rammifications, Jones' asserted his authority as civil leader. Casey
wrote " . . . Sam Jones had sent a runner to Billy with the first news
and urging him Billy to aid in preserving peace." 154 This incident, as
it was apparently "planned" by the young men, could have been the
catalyst for war, but General Twiggs handled the situation. 155
However, while Bowlegs readily gave up his errant men, Jones
refused to deliver any of his people. Again, Covington concluded
" .. .it was Sam Jones and the 'hard liners' who had made the decisions concerning the selection and surrender of [the] possible
murderers . . . ," illustrating Jones' ultimate authority over Bowlegs
and to "discipline his own" per the Macomb Agreement. 156
Jones continued to monitor interactions that could lead to
immigrations. Casey learned from Mikasuki Kapiktsootsee in
December 1849 that, "his people ~anted to surrender, but since
'SamJones and the others had made a strong law,' he would "only
Sl1:rrender when protected by a large force of cavalry." 157
151 James W. Covington, "Billy Bowlegs, Sam Jones, and the Crisis of 1849," Florida
Historical QuarterlyLXIII, no. 3 (January, 1990), 299-311, citing 301.
152 Ibid., 301.
153 Ibid., 303.
154 John C. Casey, Ind. Duty to Major W.W. Mackall, Asst. Adj. General, September
6, 1849. Correspondence accessed via Fold3, August 5, 2015.
155 Covington, "Billy Bowlegs, Sam Jones, and the Crisis of 1849," 306.
156 Ibid., 389. Indeed, from the time of Macomb's conference, Jones reserved his
right to "punish his own."
157 Gohn C. Casey] In Letter Brevet -Major General D. E. Twiggs to Hon. G .W.
Crawford Secretary of War, December 10, 1849, published in Covington, "Billy
Bowlegs, Sam Jones, and the Crisis of 1849," 301-302.
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However, this did not stop Holatoochee,Jones' brother-in-law,
from coming back to Florida from Indian Territory to retrieve his
clan members. After months of discussion, he took away his sisters
and niece, who were Sam Jones' wives Sa-pee-faht-hoih'-tsee and
her daughter Ya-tisn-hoh'-kee along with the daughter's three children, two girls and a boy. Holatoochee also took away his younger
sister A-wo-laih'-tsee, wife to Kotsa Tustenuggee Qones' nephew],
with her four girls and one boy. In total, Holatoochee abducted
eleven of his clan members. 158 This was certainly a tough price for
Jones to pay when he had already given so much for the greater
cause. The nation's newspapers noted that Holatoochee had "Stolen Away the wives of Sam Jones," but rather than being sympathetic, they hoped that this situation would further subdue Jones into
immigrating. 159 It was actually a miracle that Holatoochee survived,
as his "life was often threatened, and great opposition was made
to the removal of his relations," by his own clan members in Florida.160 But in the end, the women immigrated with him.
Military surveys, additional patrols, and troop mobilization
around the Big Cypress area ultimately led to the first incident of
the Third Seminole War on December 20, 1855. By then, highly decorated Brevet Brigadier General William Selby Harney was
brought back to the field as commander of the Florida troops. As
Harney was ready to take to the field in November 1856, however, Secretary of War Jefferson Davis sent him an order. ''You are
authorized to negotiate with Sam Jones and, if he cooperates with
emigration, he could stay in Florida. Other families whose cooperation is needed could be offered some terms." 161 ButJones again
refused. Despirte all of the ploys, turncoats, special detachments,
and the high price on Jones' head, in the two and a half year Third
Seminole War, he and a substantial number of his Mikasuki people
158 Casey, John C. , "Memorandum Concerning the Seminoles &c &c" John C.
Casey Papers, CU551 1801-1856, Papers and Dairies, USMA 1829, United
States Military Academy, October 23, 1850), 107; [As previously mentioned,
the clan of this family has yet to be positively documented; Casey, "Seminole
Census of 1850," John C. Casey Papers 1845-1856, Thomas Gilcrease Institute,
Tulsa, Oklahoma [verified by Billy Bowlegs 1850, updated]; "Delegate" was the
term used by the military to denote Indians brought back to Florida as immigration emissaries.
159 Oshkosh Democrat, November 29, 1850.
.
160 Casey, Memorandum, 109; John C. Casey, Letter to Sir: "Tampa Bay, Florida,
October 30, 1850." In Senate Exec. Doc, 31st Cong, 2nd Sess, Ex. Doc. No 1,
December 2, 1850, 90-91.
161 James W. Covington, The Billy Bowlegs War, 1855-1858: The Final Stand of the
Seminoles against the Whites (Chuluota, FL: Mickler House Publishers, 1982), 59.
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still managed to remain free. Bowlegs' Alachua Seminoles however
did capitulate, leaving for Indian Territory, which ending the Third
Seminole War in April 1858, (additional Alachua immigrations in
1859.
Hardly "senile" and "feeble," Jones had remarried. She was a
young Otter clan woman, Asi:ho'hyi, who, born in 1840 was sixty
one years his junior. 162 It was reported by the Southern Cultivator
newspaper in 1859 that, "Chief Sam Jones band worked the wreck
of a slave ship near Jupiter Inlet.. .. " 163 And Jones' nephew and
heir, the gregarious Old Tigertail, also known as Kotsa Hadjo, used
to regale post war settlers frequently with his stories of battles from
the Third Seminole War "in excited Mikasuki/English vernacular,
calling the regular troops 'Yankees' and the Florida volunteers on
horseback 'Cowboys. "' 164
There was sporadic but documented communication with
Jones and his people during the American Civil War. In 1862, "Sam
Jones requested a meeting via a messenger he sent to Tampa" and
cattleman Jacob Summerlin responded, setting off to Jones' remote
camp to ·quell a rumor concerning a "war party on the loose." Meanwhile, agents of the Confederacy became overly paranoid that the
Seminoles, in exchange for valuable Union trade goods, might be
swayed by the Union to act against the southern cause, disrupting
the all important raising of cattle in the Big Cypress and the supply line north. In August 1863, Confederate Agent Henry Prosens
"met and parlayed with Sam Jones in his settlement of around seventy people," to see what their needs might be!1 65 Then around
1864, when Jones was about 83 years old, he and Asi':ho'hyi' had a
daughter, Sakhi'his'1 66 Jones death was reported to Agent John T.
Sprague at Fort Dallas (Miami River) in January 1867. Jones presumably died in late 1866 at around 85 years of age. 167 He left as his

162 Worth to Fauntleroy, August 22, 1847, AGLS; William C. Sturtevant, "Personal
Communication and Notes," January 7, 2001 (Seminole/Miccosukee Archive,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL). As mentioned, Sturtevant collected genealogical data on
SamJones fromJosie Billie (Panther clan).
163 Robert A. Taylor, "Unforgotten Threat: Florida Seminoles In The Civil War,"
Florida Historical Quarterly, LXIX:3 Qanuary, 1991): 300-314, citing 301.
164 West, "The Seminole Old Tiger Tail,"364.
165 Taylor, "Unforgotten Threat: Florida Seminoles in the Civil War," 305-307.
166 Sturtevant, "Personal Communication and Notes," January 7, 2002 (Seminole/Miccosukee Archive, Ft. Lauderdale, FL) .
167 Taylor, "Unforgotten Threat," 313
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heir his nephew, the aforementioned Kotsa Hadjo, or Old Tiger
Tail, as the head of the Mikasukis. 168
While the tribal structure around Jones had indeed shrunk
with every immigration to Indian Territory, it appears indisputable
that he retained his position of authority. Indeed, with so many
leaders immigrated to Indian Territory,Jones had survived, and he
left his people with a rigid set of traditions that were to be followed
as law. In this respect, Sam Jones became the embodiment of the
post war traditions, while the imprint of the Seminole wars lasted.
In the late nineteenth century, the approximately 350 Mikasuki survivors remained extremely reticent in their general interactions with outsiders. With the tribe in the hands of the Council
of Elders, the people remained under the influence of a strict,
distinctive continuance of tribal dictums from the Jones' era that
were strongly enforced. Before the l 950's, the Council was judge
and jury and designated those who would mete out and receive
punishment, including the death penalty. These "Old Men" were
ever watchful of deviations from the norm, outside influences that
might corrupt the traditional mores of the people or challenge the
sovereign freedom of the corporate tribe . As late as the pre-federal
tribal recognition era l 950's, the Mikasuki people living in the relatively isolated freedom of the Everglades appear to have existed as
the most traditional tribal peoples east of the Mississippi River.
The Seminole Tribe of Florida's state of the art Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki
Museum opening in 1997, the seat of Seminole and Miccosukee
culture and history that is "A Place to Learn- A Place to Remember," was a project spearheaded by Seminole Tribe of Florida Chairman James E. Billie. Billie purposefully built the museum on the
remote Big Cypress Reservation near where Jones lived and died.
And in further commemoration of Jones, the next Museum building, scheduled to open in 2017, will be dedicated to Abiaka. The
funds to create the outstanding state of the art museum were made
possible by the tribe's early twenty-first century economic windfalls.
As a savior of his people in his own right, from his initial election
in 1979, James Billie proposed then parleyed and fought the State
of Florida and the Federal Government for 24/7 Bingo and then
168 Patsy West, "The Seminole Old Tiger Tail," 363-364. 9ld Tiger Tail had been
"an officer under Osceola" and fought in the Battle of Wahoo Swamp, November 26, 1836. He died in 1881 when he was struck by lightning in Big Cypress;
Sam Jones' daughter Saki'hsi' had five Otter clan children. Sturtevant, "Personal Communication and Notes," January 7, 2002.
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High Stakes gaming ventures on the Seminoles' tax free reservation land. The tribe's victory in these efforts brought the possibility
of prosperity to his impoverished tribe, while his efforts redefined
"tribal sovereignty" for others across Indian America. Chairman
Billie, Jones' greatest proponent (who in 2000 had named the
Tribe's 45 million dollar jet "Arpeika"), has recently requested at
the State level to officially name State Road 833 that runs through
the Big Cypress Reservation to the Devil's Garden area "Sam Jones
Trail," a very fitting reminder to all who travel through SamJones'
country.169

169 Peter B. Gallagher, "Distinction sought for Sam Jones Trail," The Seminol,e Tribune-Voice of the Unconquered, December 30, 2014, 38:12.
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